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Sickle Cell .Patient,
Dies After Illness
SEE STORY ON PAGE 3

.

Domestic Violence
Wo·
Planned
SEE PAGE 12

655 Honor' Grads
To Be Recognized
SEE PAGE 11

Man Jailed For
· Taking Gator
SEE PAGE 31

SEE PAGE 31

2007 MISS TEENAGE TAMPA
CROWNED SUNDAY
The 2007 Miss Teenage Tampa of Gamma Theta Omega
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. was crowned
Sunday afternoon. "Elegance In Shades Of Pink," the 37th
annual event was held at the Tampa Convention Center.
The new Miss Teenage Tampa of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. is Miss Dimitria Wright of Riverview High
School. She is shown with from left, Yvette Hall, cochairperson; Deidre Jones, chairperson; Gwen Myers,
chapter president; and Sol Davis, Jr., of Sol Davis Printing,
who crowned Miss Teenage Tampa. (Photograph by Ricky
Roberts)
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Students Recognized During
-Jr. Deputies League Meet~ng
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JORDAN BOYD

••• Student Finalist a student
at Sheehy Elementary School

Alexy Cardenas, essay contest winner, is shown with Sheriff ·
DaVid Gee. She is a student at Sheehy Elementary School.
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel Staff Writer

of an essay contest. The contest was open to fifth grade
students throughout the
Recently, the Hillsborough county.
The essay contest was entiCounty SbQriffs Office held
thE!ir - Annual · Junior tied "What Being A Ju11ior
Deputies League meeting. Deputy Mea118 To Me" and
The meeting was held at Don more than 160 students parVicente De· YboP. Historic ticipated. A total of 15 stuInri, in Ybor CitY.. : __7.
dents were recognized during
.·.: < t· During;.the...;n:uw~ting, . the competitJ.o,p. , :w~th,._e~c4- .
Sheriff David Gee recot- being ptesented a $100 savDiJ.M 14 fifth'~;_~ta i.J)gs l:lond and certificate for ·
w_h_o_w
_e_r_e_c_h_o_se_n_as_w.mn_:
_e_rs
__th_tnr_._;;_Parti
__·CI_.pa;;.._ti_·o_n_._ __,·;·..;;.
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HAVE YOU BEEN
:·.:~ INJURED IN A
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• Were You Hurtt
· • Need Your Car RxMft
• Need A GOod DoctOr And • Need A Ride To The Doctort
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CC · "' Someone Who Will Properlv
0
· bocument Y~r~t .. : .. ·. .
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_·'· If You :Answe,ectfYES To Any of Th.S.
u. ·-~auesiions ; Th,an You Need To Cell Me Now .
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The winner of the contest
was Alexy Cardenas, a fifth
grade student at Sheehy
Elementary School. Alexy is
the daughter of Ms. Tonya
Mack. Jordan Boyd, who
also
attends
Sheehy
Elementary School, was
among the finalists.
Colonel Carl W. Hawkins, Jr., will present the
awards to the participants.
: The Sherifrs 'J unior
Deputies League bas provided educational programs to
the students of Hillsborough
County for more than 30
years. The programs include
such topics as the dangers of
shoplifting, gang membership, and bow the criminal
court works.
The program culminates
with the presentation of
badges and identification
cards to the students at the
end of a mock courtroom
trial.
Anyone interested in
obtaining additional infor-·
mation about the program
can con~act Deputy Jerry

Carey, of the Hillsborough
j
!!'"" •
. . :-.
•·• · .. •
County Sheriffs Office Crime
~ ~ ~Y~~ ~- ~~ow Ju~t ~~at TQ ~ .· '-~ . Prevention Bureau at (813) ·
• i To t3e~
t Results For You"U ' .. : ' 247-8116.
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. 2007 Hoop
It Up
., On Tuesd~y (today) from 6
p.m. until8:30 p.m., Howard
W. Blake High School will
be the scene of the 2007
Hoop It Up event.
·
·
This year's event will feature a faculty/students' basketball .game, and a 3-point
shoot out and slam dunk
-contest.
. This is a comm.uiuty event
.~. ·U.d.:~e public is invited. ·
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co.._missloners Say
'No' ·To Confederate
Memorial Day
Last week, the Board of
County Commissi<!ners said
no to a group seeking recognition of Confederate history.
Although April 26th is
.Confederate Memorial Day
in Florida, Hillsborough
County won't acknowledge
it, thanks to a 4-3 vote by
Commissioners to not
endorse it.
In favor of the recognition
were Commissioners Ken
Bagan, Brian Blair and
COMMISSIONER .
Jim Norman.
KEVIN WHITE
Commissioner Kevin
White said be feels you have over.
to be sensitive to everyone's
"The group said their ·
request was_initially a part
issues and heritage.
"When they present their of a deal made with past
case, they talk about the Commissioners. The deal
Black holid&¥S and why was made, so now the group .
should there be a difference feels they've been stabbed in
as to what they are asking · the back."
for. Sometimes, that's bard .
Co'm missioner White ·
to deal with. It opens a said this is the first time '
Pandora's Box."
Commissioners have turned
Commissioner White
said The Sons ofConfederate down
the
So.ns
Veterans want to celebrate Confederate Veterans, but .
request
their southern pride and the they are expected
factors are based on opin- proclamations in recognition
ions. .
· of ot;her Confederate histori"Having to represent peo- calevents."
'Reporter Leo11 B. Crews .
pie and having to tell some
of them no isn't easy; The '. · call be'reacla.ed at (B-18) ' ~ ~
group will return to make 248-0724, or e-mailed at
another plea, so this isn't leon@jlsentinel.com
· '1>- •
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CO
INCLUDES: State
Company Seal & Book, Articles of Incorporation or
Organization, Company Minutes, Corp. By .Laws or
LLC Regulations, Stock/Membership Certificate
·
'
Preliminary Name Search, Attorney's Fee

Corporations also immediately available WITax
I.D.t Also Sub S Corps., Non-Profit Corps., Umited
Partnerships, LLCa, DBAs, Trademarks, Business
Sales/Purchases, and Offshore Corps. '07, '06, '05,
'04, '03, '02, '01, '00, '99 &. '98 Corporations also
available lor Immediate delivery.

www.amerilawye~com

(813) 871 -5400 .

(800) 658-5900
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Sickle Cell Patient
Dies After Brief Illness

en
c

Library To Host 'Ask l<
A Lawyer' Program
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel StaffWriter
A 31-year-old Sickle Cell Anemia
patient died . in a local hospital after a
to the hospibrief illness. She was taken
.
.
tal on · Thursday after complaining about
not being able to breathe . .
According .to Freddie Ford, her companion of 12 years and the father of her
children, Ms. Rhodisha Gambrell was
transported to Tampa G~nerai Hospital,
where she was admitte_d around 6 p.m.,
on Thursday. She died around 4 a.m.,
Friday morning.
"She was laughing on the way to the
hospital. She didn't complain because she
never tried to overburden others about
her condition," he said.
A Tampa nativ~, Ms. Gambrell attended the public schools of Hillsborough
-County and graduated from Chamberlain
High School. Following graduation, Ford
said the couple traveled throughout the
country selling medical supplies.
He stated that one of Ms. Gambrell's
greatest pleasures came in caring for her
son, Rodale, 14, and daughter, Phoenix,
who is 11-years-old. "Sh.~ really enjoyed
being a mother. She wasn't supposed to
have children and she 'reaiiy 'enjoyed it.
Every morning she told the children
before they left for school to 'Be successful
everyday."'
. Ford credits Ms. Gambrell with the
succes·s;,~e}+ children have achieved so
far. He said their son scored within the
top 1% on the FCAT at Sligh Middle
School and earned a summer scholarship
to Duke University 'and their da1,1ghter is
the president of her 5th grade class at
Sulphur Springs Elementary School.
"She was re~lly family-oriented and she
was a lot of fun to be around," he said.
He further stated that Ms. Gambrell
was a natural leader and would quickly
progress on the job. The last place she
_was employed was the Blimpie's on Da)e

C~
· - ....
;;.;:.)
·~ . '

·

MS. RHODISHA GAMBRELL

Mabry. "She was the manager, but her
health wouldn't allow her to continue
working."
Ms. Gambrell enjoyed reading, puzzle
books, talking and . travel~ng. She was· a
longtime member of The Body Of Christ
Church, located on the corner of N. 40th
Street and E. Osborne "Avenue, Ford
said.
Ms. Gambrell was the oldest of 5 girls
arid 2 boys born to Mrs. Bobbie
Gambrell and the late Radford
Gambrell. Mr. Gambrell died last
month.
Ms. Gambrell did not have any life
insurance and the family is asking the
community to help with burial expenses.
Anyone wishing to make contributions
can contact the funeral home.
Funeral services have tentatively been
set for Saturday, May 5th_ Morning Glory
Funeral Home is in charge of handling
arrangements.
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HOWARD HARRIS
President, Ada T. Payne
Friends of the
· Urban Libraries
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jAttorney Eric T. Tayl~r
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• CRIMINAL DEFENSE

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• EMINENT DOMAIN .
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NEW LOCATION
~
320 W. Ke~nedy Blvd. • Suite 720

ffi

(813)259~

c
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Former Asst. Attorney General for Florida
Former Hillsborough County Prosecutor
The hiring of a lawyet is an irn~t deciorion that should not be based solely upon
advertisemenl~ Before you decicde, ask u~ to send you free written infonnation about
our qualifications and experience.
·

WARREN
DAWSON
.
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Members-of the Ada T.
Payne Friends of the
Urban ·Libl'aries, in conjunction with· the Robert
W. Saunders, Sr., Library,
will host a pro'g ram that
· will - allow citizens to .
receive free legal information. The event will be held
at the library on Saturday,
April 28th.
Beginning at 11 a.m., the

"Ask A Lawyer" Program
will allow those in attendance to seek legal information · without cost.
Representatives from the
Hillsborough County Bar
Association, Ask A Lawyer
Service, a-nd other volunteer attorneys will be on
hand to answer the legal
questions of those in attendance.
Additionally, the .attorneys will discuss such subjects as living wills,
durable power of attorney,
and health care surro_gates. . . · ·
Howard Harris, Presi-"
dEmt of the Ada T. PayneFriends of the Urban
Libraries said, _"We are .
trying to offer as: many serJ
vices as we can to people
who typically would not
have access to. tliese services. They cari learn the
importance of leaving a
will to avoid problems with
their children and other
such useful information."
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High ·s'ch~ol or ~oll.ege '8raCiuiuion is a wonderful ·a ccomplishment
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that deserves.reco~nition. ·.
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Soi'I?avis Printing c;in· help make ordering your invitatiQ.ns easy!
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W ith your choice fr'om several cover ·designs and verses. and personalized
. w ith' y9.ur photo ... ·your invitati~ns can be as special as your.acc6mplish.ments.

Cafl.or~~~~vls'~!1tif1g tod~y .... for ,hlgh quality invita,tions with fast, C:~n..,.rtitnt service.
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Would You Want Her
Teaching Your Child?
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S. flags on government buildings in all U.S. territories
· • n April 4, 1968, the and possessions to fly at half• • • •• . •
.. D r. Martin mast. The next day, contin·. · •: Luther King, J r. ues Bennett, "some three
was assassinated by a sniper hundred Tuskegee students
in Memphis, Tennessee.
. held twelve of the school
According ·to Lero ne trustees captive for twelve
Bennett, Jr., author of hours and demanded campus
"Before The Mayflower," that reforms."
.
"assassination precipitated
Significantly, Black stunational 'c risis and rioting in dents in universities across
more than 100 cities. Forty the nation, Boston Univerpeople were killed in major sity one of them, occupied
rebellions in Washington, administration buildings and
Chicago and other cities. began to demand that
Twenty ' thousand federal African-American History
troops and 34, 000 national courses and more Black stuguardsmen were mobilized to dents be added . Bennett
quell disturbances. Memorial wrote: "Columbia University
marches and rallies were operations virtually ended for
held throughout the country. the year by Black and white
Many public school systems students who seized five
closed and the opening of the buildings orr campus. On
/ baseball season was post- April 23-24," continues
poned."
Bennett, "Students seize the
President Lyndon B. administration building at
Johnson declared Sunday, Ohio State," on April 26,
April 6, a national day of 1968.
On May 11th, said Benmo~ning and ordered all U.

nett, 'nine car a vans of the ·
Poor Peo.ple's Campaign
arrived in Washington for the
first phrase of the Poor
People's March."
On June 8, ·one Jame s
Earl Ray, alleged assassin of
Dr. Mar~in Luther King,
Jr. was captured at an airport in London. On the 19th
.of the month, writes
Bennett, "Fifty thousand
demonstrators participated in
the Solidarity Day March of
Poor People's Campaign;
Marchers walked from the
Washington Monument to
LinG.oln Monument, where
they were addressed by VicePresident Humphrey, presidential candidate Eugene
McCarthy, Mrs. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Ralph
Abernathy. On November 5,
1968, a record number of
Black congressmen and the
first Black woman representative were elected to
Congress.~' (To be continued.)
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~l~:;;·":;i~magine leaving your six-year-o!d child in t~e cus/} •mtody of a teacher who has admitted to leavmg the
\?, .. Jtscene of an accident, which left two young children dead and two other children seriously injured
aitd in the middle of the street. Such an offense would
be called "hit-and-run." Now, imagine that hit-andrun driver being your child's teacher! What's wrong
with that picture?
Actually, we shudder to think that someone who
~ould leave children dying in the middle of a street
after having hit them with a car, would be responsible
enough to care for children during any, but the slightest emergency, whether .that emergency be caused by
the weather, by an armed intruder on school grounds
or by some other catastrophe. Worse still, that
.. . .
JenniferPorter-formerhit-and-runperpetraiorwho
many believed mys terious l y escaped a prison sen- · .' ~1:~
tence- would -seek ~ ,continu~ teach~g ~.the ~tattt-, ~ l-1 f~
....;:.-. __
·
·
· ·· · :
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f Fl ·~n
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of how~
trivial
she considers
her offense r~~~
to have been.
_
Yes, we understand Ms. Porter's request to. continue
·ieachin:g is..based on her love and loneliness for her
·. ·
.
• ~
chosen profes~on. But the lives of 13-year-old Bryant
Part III
decided what she would eat, "Fatal Fathers: A Bill
Wilkins and hi&_.J..year-old brother, Durontae Caldwell
(Continued From Friday)
and where she could or could Ku rtis Special Report" and
speak to ano~lier choice, w~ich w.as also Jennifer
not go.
Porter 's. We refer to her choice to stop or leave the
broadcasts on the Court TV
'· regnant women conscene of a crime, a choice she made, without looking
But, as the relationship con- Channel. But the numbers
tinue to fall victim of tinued, he demanded more . continue to rise and women
back.
homi~ide~ throughout
Indeed, it's true, the 29-year-old former el~me:&J.tafY
and more control. He even continue to die at the hands
the country. In fact, homicide determined what typ~ of med- of their partners .
school dance teacher was placed under house arrest
has become the leading cause icine the infant could take.
a n d was given probation for her crime. And yet,
Cases prosecuted under
of death of pregnant women. When Croston realized she - the federal law includerl that
exactly 18 months after her sentencing, Ms. Porter's
Recently, a new law was was pregnant with a second of military Sgt. Timothy ·
teacher's license is being reviewing in order to be
renewed. We believe that's rushing thirl_gsl
· passed to charge the death of child, she told him she was Ward and Joseph Minerd.
a fetal as a separate crime. ending their 10-year relation- Ward is alleged to have beatFurthermore, we're convinced Ms. Porter should
However, the law is a federal
consider another profession ... one where her involveen his wife, Bianca, to death.
ship.
law and most homicides are
ment with children is not so direct and constant.
Minerd was convicted of
Croston took her 3-yearhandled by state courts.
Eit h e r that ~r she sho uld seek employment in the priplanting an explosion that
old
son,
left
Atlanta,
and
One man convicted of
vate se~tor, maybe even as a free-lance dance instruckilled his ex-girlfriend,
killing his former girlfriend of returned to her mother's
tor. No matter her ·alternatives, Porter's irresponsible
Dean~a Mitts and her 3home
in
North
Carolina.
sev~ral years was Reginald
behavior in leaving children broken and bleeding,
year-old ·daughter, Kayla,
Falice. Falice met Ruth Falice told her she could
children who later died because of her inability to
Croston while both were col- leave but the child could not. and the unborn child.
.handle disaster, makes us highly uncomfortable with
Experts say some .of the
lege students. After they He went to her mother's
the State's possible willingness to grant her a continsame
symptoms of such homigraduated, he opened his own house to talk to her.
ued teacher's license. Putting it bluntly, we would not
cides
are similar to those of
Falice
carried
two·
items
computer business ·and she
want Jennifer Porter teaching our children or anyone
else's children, for that matter. No, this is not an issue
obtained a job as an accoun- with him: a car seat and a domestic violence. They warn
tant.
of race. This is clearly an issue of reason! If it were
handgun. When Croston women who are pregnant to
During an interview from refused to give him the child, pay attention to those signs
you_.r.: children, or your responsibility, how would you
his prison cell, Falice admit- he followed her to work and and get out of the relationship
t~ink? Answer -t]Jat que~tlon..
·
< , ...
'\
' ted that when Croston shot her 8 times. She was 4- as quickly as they can.
'f\
became pregnant with their months pregnant when she
They also· say that when
.
.
first child, he took complete was killed in April1998.
women do decide to leave,
control of her life. He insisted
These stories and others that is' the most dangerous
that she stop working, he were featured on a segment of time. '
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.What Lessons·Will We
~am From VIrginia Tach?

unspeakable sadness, we extend our con~v·•.,•·•·"''"' to the families and friends of 32 vic-

pfthe Virginia Tech University massacre.
No one could belleve or predict the horror that
befell yet, another school campus. No one, except
God.
.
.
"'t
And yet, ther~ ha~e b'een: too many shootings on col. w lege and secondary school campuses in this the great·· ~ ea~ de~ocracy and the first free public school society.
• A;

'

. been too much blood shed for us not to have invested in availCertainly, there has
able technology and retrofitting to prevent mass loss of lives of our children.
Indeed, the litany of names of public schools and colleges that have experienced
· casualties as a result of shootings, grows longer and grislier every year. Surely,
there are valuable lessons to be .learned from each mishap. Yet, 'we keep W.iting
for answers that come slowly, if at all. Consider, therefore, that it is time to establis.h a minimum standard for protecting school children, through out America•
The Atlantic Coast Conference of Pollee Chiefs' convened last week in the wake
of the Virginia Tech massacre, cited school shootings as I
1
a m~or agenda item. As such, conference o~cials iden- Continued On Next Page
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Me And The Cab
Driver: Part Sevenl
ate again! So, I on 0. J. Simpson!" I could
ailed a cab. You see we were getting nowhere!
now who they sent
So, as if he. sensed my pain,
nemesis
me. Old, "One-Eye" greeted my one-eyed
me in the rearview mirror, changed the subject, a little
"How you?" he growled . bit. He said, ''You know what
"Awright," I snapped! And off our problem is?" I wanted to
we went on another adven- reply, "Yes, I do. Our probture.
lem is YOU!" But instead, I
"Well, whatchou think played along and inquired,
about that Joe fellah?" "Joe "What?" To that, "what" he
fellah," I asked confusedly, answered. "We're letting all
"Who is that?" "You know," of these foreigners into our
growled my companion, "the ' country! Like that Joe-fellah
fellah what shot up all them - "Cho," I corrected him! - all
people in Virginia!" "You that kung-fu and foolishness
. mean 'Cho Seung-Hui'," I he got in his head, no wonder
corrected him, "and I'd he went off and killed up all
rather not talk about that, those people!" And that was
this morning." That's what I the straw that broke my
wanted to say. Inste_ad , I back! "See here." I said,
added,
"He's
Asian '·' have you read the comments
American." · O_Id one-eye the young man made who
looked at· me in the ,rearview committed the murders?
mirror and laughed, "I'll bet They weren't comments
you're glad he wasn't Black!'! made by a so-called "foreign"WHAT?? !! WHAT DID er," as you put it. But they
YOU SAY??!! ·Stop this cab were the words of a deranged
and let me out of this motor American child ... a kid who
scooter, RET-NAAH!!" That's no doubt had spent far too
what I started to 9ay. But many hours with a GameBoy
what I said was, "How dare ana violent videos! This kid
you say something so crude had developed a twisted
and uncouth!" "Uncouth my Messiah complex, for good~e," laughedlhe cabby! "'t's ness fiakes! He had become a
the truth and you know it!" cartoon-Christ or some kind
Before I could answer, the of Darth- Vader character!
cabby continued, "Maaan, do THAT'S who killed all those
you know what hell would innocent students and teachhave broke loose if that Joe ers at Virginia Tech ... NOT A
fellah" - "Cho," I c~rre~ted HAITIAN BOAT PERSON,
him! • Had'been Black? Why - AN ASIAN STOAWAY OR A
every .Black c9mmu!li~y in · CUBAN
POLITICAL
America woul_d .be on lock- REFUGEE! Now, whatchou
down. I betchou!" The cab got to say about THAT?" For
driver snorted triumphantly, a longtime, the cab driver
after has dia~ribe, as if he said nothing. He just studied
had laid down the Sermon on me in his rearview mirror.
the Mount, or something. As As if I were a rat who had
for me, I just looked at the suddenly become a man,
back of his head and won- before his one luminous eye!
dered what factory mass-proAnd wouldn't you know it,
_duces people like him.
like magic or clockwork, my
"Sir," I s~i_d, "has it ever stop materialized, right on
occurred to you that tl)ere time. The cab lurched to a
have been many incidents, halt, I pushed open the door,
~ere recently t~at have got out· and fished for my
mv?lve~ Black perpe~ra~J;'s, wallet to pay my fare, when
whtch dtd not cause a natl«?n- suddenly l heard the cab drial backlash? Take, for
,
.
.
ver s gravelly votce. He satd,
·
· h
.
. 'd
t 0 d ,, H
mstance, t .e smper met ~nt "N 0 h
around Washington, D. C.
c arge, . a~ ·
e
and Virginia where two ~aved at me, wtth hts ~am
Black men were finally ftst. as he _flashed a goldapprehended for having mur- toothed smtl~. And before I
. dered innocent people. could thank htm, he sped off.
American didn't turn against I stood there wondering. Had
Black Americans because of I been taken to work by a cab
that.~ ''Ye~h1 but they turned driver, or by Socrates?

What Lessons Will We Learn From VIrginia Tech?
fr~m

page 4

'tified communication between local and federal law
enforcement agencies as a weakness .ln school and
campus security., and demanded immediate corrections be initiated.
·
,
·
Deadbolt locks would work. Bulletproof glus, cellu·lar phones with text 'messaging would be a good start,
as .w ould loud _s peaker systems, metal detectors and
.s·c hool lock-down procedures, all workir,g tow.ard a
set of national minimum standards for .educa-tion
institution safety.
· '
_,
·

Still_Shackled By Slave Mentality
, ore than 400 years
. ,~•later,
African
•·• · i Americans are still
shackled by the invisible
bounds of slave mentality.
Every day African Americans prove that the Willie
Lynch theory ·on controlling
and keeping Black people in
slavery was correct.
In essence Lynch's theory
was to divide Black people
and they would keep themselves in slavery. That is
exactly what is happening to
African Americans today .
The only difference is today
we divide ourselves.
We divide ourselves by
education, earthy accumulations, skin color, occupations,
family background and a
host of ·other traits that we
as ~ people have learned to
hold so dear. It is so difficult
for African Americans to be
united on any issues regardless of how important they
are to us as a race.
Minister. Louis Farrak-

han, of the Nation of Islam her of college attendees, and
said it· best when he said, economic development, but
"We all know that our race is that's all we do is talk about
where it is because of slavery it and look solely to the govand racial injustices. But ernment to provide these
there is no reason why we things . There is enough
have to stay where we are."
money among Black people
According to the minister's to make many of these
theory, our race has too things happen.
many problems for all of
Yes, we need to constantly
them to be solved by one
harass governments to do
individual or one organizatheir share for us, but liketion. But we can solve our
wise; we must do our share.
problems and improve our
One
of tqe problems that
station in life by uniting and
faces
African Americans
working together to solve our
today
is
we have become a
problems.
content
to let somebody
race
Mr. Farrakhan asked the
question, "How long are we else do for us. That is not
going to beg the children of good.
Brothers and sisters, more
slave owners to do for us
what we can do for our- than 400 years have gone by.
selves?" It is a theory that I Not a single Black that lived
in ~avery is alive today. We
completely agree with.
know
about slavery. Let _us
How long? I hope not much
accept that it was real. But
longer.
We talk about jobs, afford- let's stop using that as an
able housing, crime, teenage excuse. We can unite as a
pregnancy, high school race and make our lives betdropouts, a decreasing num- ter.
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into modern civilization. <
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~t~ .~:· :-- ;·:ust eight days ago, unwrap my body from its
~:':' _
;. , .<..'the college campus contorted "question-mark" When we allow our children - :a
;;.<. J~ community
of state, I ask, "How strange is to be bombarded by major -<
-1
toy makers and Hollywood's c:
Virginia Tech University in that?"
m
Every day, all over the perception of how to interact CJ)
Blacksburg, Virginia awoke
to one of the most tragic inci- world, paren~ kiss and send and resolve today's civiliza- c
dents in American history. their children off to school. tion and its ills, we fall short. ~
Now, the question arises,
Exactly, it was the most We expect that they'll
heartbreaking and cata- receive an education which is "How do we make sure that z
strophic time on any accessible to them and that we take care of this problem c
American college soil. When they'll be protected because so that this type of thing :a
it was all over, 32 innocent we belit.>ve that we leave doesn't happen agai'n?" 6
them ip a secure environ- Everyone is entitled tO his or ~ and unsuspecting people lost ·
· ment. As parents, we also
her opinio,n and its -okay.
their lives to a lone pashave responsibilities to
those lines, o~e of my
Along
sessed and haunted gunman. ensure that our children are
Constitution. Some critics getting what they need at most favorite quotes is, "If
have gone so far with' "guns• home to round out those ,you're ·J.lot_part of the solu·
don't kill people~ people kill characteristics and attitudes · tion, you're part of the probpeople." As I attempt to
lem." Peace Be'Unto You.
they'}~ ne~d to project th~m
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To My
Sweetheart

===== LOCAL

Don Thompson-Howard
W. Blake Grand
Reunion Meeting
All graduates of Don
Thompson and Howard W.
Blake are invited to come out
to the grand reunion meeting on Thursday, April 26,
2007 at Blake High School.
The meeting will be held in
the cafeteria at 7 p. m.

LOUISE And
LIL'RONNIE

Before

~
c
a:

LL

c

After

To my little princess who will be turning 5 years old on
April 26, 2006, and will be celebrating her birthday with
family and friends on April 28, 2007. We love you
"Anniqua."
Love, mommy, Stephanie, grandma, Allison, Alfreda
and family.

I would like to send a
happy birthday shout out to
my man, Lil' Ronnie. Love
you and miss you.
Always, Louise.

z
<

~
c

.

Come and bring your ideas
to make this reunion a success. The gala affair will
take place August 30th
through September 3, 2007.
For more information, contact Flora Dawson at (813)
238-6282.

Scholarship Breakfast
St: Peter Claver Catholic vide scholarships to deservSchool will have its 8th ing students.
Annual Alumni Scholarship
The program will feature
Breakfast and Celebration of student participation, guest
113 years of providing con- panelist Robert Bodden of
tinuous education to Black San Diego, CA, local alumni
and Cubans of Black her- providing reflections, door
itage youth on Saturday,
prizes and other items.
April 28th, 9:30 a. m.
For ticket information, conThe fundraising breakfast
tact
Joseph Bodden, (813)
will be held in O'Keefe Hall,
1203 N. Nebraska Ave. 655-0996., 748-8114 or the
Proceeds will be used to pro- church, (813) 223-7098.
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Happy 12th birthday to
Jr.
From, granddad and family.
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EDWARD And AURORA
Life is a gift from God. We've been low-riding for one year
ago today (April).
Baby, I love every bit of you. God bless our love for always
and forever.

Will Be Published: Fridav, Mav
.
Deadline For Greetings: .

LL

Weclnesci8V, M8V 2nd
Birthday shout outs coming
from your mom, stepdad,
brothers, sisters, niece,
nephew, and of course your
(6) kids, Carlos, Jr.,
Car'Niya,
Ja'Carlo,
Car'Teria, Car'Vionnia
and Car'Vionne:
Much love and many more.
Missing you. Hurry home
daddy. · ,.
.
P.S. K~ep, keeping your
head up. Frqtn, your atepdad • .
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Florida House Committee Says
No To Proposed Gun Bill
Once again, a bill that
would have allowed employees to have guns in their
vehicles while at work has
been voted down.
The bill, HB1417, was
defeated with a 10-4 vote
last Wednesday after. being
approved in two recent
Senate committees.
Many in Tallahassee felt
timing was an issue in the
House putting the bill down.
Last Monday on the campus of Virginia Tech
U~iversity, a lone gunman
killed 32 students and
wounded several others
before killing himself.
The National Rifle Association, a strong national politi-

cal group, has pushed to · get
the bill through the Florida
Legislature.
The bill had been prepared
to reach the Senate floor, but
now cannot be taken up by
the House, which means i't
won't pass before the end of
the 60-day legislative session
on May 4th.
One legislator who adamantly opposed the bill was
· Senator Arthenia Joyner.
She had gone on record as
saying
she had previously
SENATOR ARTHENIA
opposed
the bill signed by
JOYNER
.. ... had voted against the Governor Jeb Bush called
bill when it came before the "Stand Your Ground
the Senate.
Law."

La"" Makers Address
Bill To Compensate
Falsely Convicted
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel StaffWriter
For 24 years, Alan
Crotzer proclaimed his
innocence and fought for his
freedom . Now, he is speaking out for those like himself
who were arrested, convicted, and incarcerated for
crimes they did not commit.
Last week, Crotzer
appeared before· the Senate
Judicial Committee in support of a bill that would provide $50,000 in compensation for every year of incarceration. The bill was passed
by the Judicial Committee
· and is moving forward to
become law . However, it
must pass several other committees before it is presented
to the full house.
"This bill would benefit
anyone wrongfully convicted
who were absolutely innocent. But time is ticking for
me for it to pass before the
session is over," Crotzer
said.
Mike Onlick of Carlton
and Fields, P .A., who filed a
claims bill on his behalf, is
repre·senting Crotzer pro
bono.
Crotzer said the bill is
important for those wrongly
convicted because they are
not eligible for programs
that other released inmates
are eligible.
"I was released without
even an apology. No one was
looking at the problem. I
don't know how many others ,
are out there like me, but we
need compensation. We need
help for re-entry into society.
It's about doing 'what's
right."
A native of St. Petersburg,
CrotzE-r was arrested, convicted, and sentenced for
raping a woman and her
daughter. He served 24~
years in prison before DNA
evidence cleared him of the
crime. He credits, among
o~~er~.\ _the i~~~~~~igativ~
·.. m*, ·· ·i·

~ ·:; -·.:· ...

Showcase your beautifu l spring hat,
as celebrity judges will be on site.

.....

ALAN CROTZER
skills of Jeff Walsh, of
Capital Investigations, for
not giving up and locating
the DNA evidence.
"That evidence was supposed
to
have
been
destroyed. But I thank God
for it being found . God
stepped in. I also thank my
wife for being so understanding of what I'm going
through."
Crotzer was released from
the Florida Prison System in
January 2006. He said he
was released too late to pursue the bill at that time.
If the bill is passed, it will
provide $50 ~000 for each
year of impz:i·s onment for
those falsely convicted. It
would also provide education
opportunities ·and. a stateissued apology. ~ .
·· • · ·,
The bill was sponsored in
the Senate by S~nator
Arthenia Jqyner and by
Representative Priscilla
Taylor in the House.
"I've met some great peopie up here (Tallahassee)
and they are trying to understand or trying to imagine
being in my shoe!>." ·
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Local Ministry Changing Lives
Through .community Service
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Community members line up for
Plaza.
·

u..

of Cynthia Ford's free Wednesday meals at Tampa Park

"There are .people hurting
"I was called into ministry
"People know me .from
and struggling out there, and in 1995, and I have always through the community. I
I want to see them do bet- had a passion to see people have been through a lot, and
ter," said Apostle Cynthia healed. I have always had a people know that. So now
Ford, pastor of Zion Church desire to see God work in that they see me in ministry,
ofHoliness. .
amazing _ways, and He's and see the things that I am
· Fo:.;d, a Tampa native, doing that," said Ford. · · doing with the Lord's help,
seems to be doing everything
Through her prayers, and they know that they can be
in her power to ensure_those the prayers of others affiliat- victorious as well," Ford
needing help will re.~lv.~ it. ed with Zion Church . of said. "People are coming to
She and her husband,·Eimo _., Holiness, people have bE!en· nie saying that they want
Ford; held ch~c;h services healed according to Ford. their life back. They're say- ·
iri their home for eight years She attests that former can- ing that their tired of their ·
before r.elocating to 1475 cer patients, sick children current conditions, and God
T&~npa Park Plaza. The forand people with injuries is still changing lives right
mer Central Park yqiage have been healed. . ·
here in Tampa." Apostle
resident serves free meals for -· Though Zion · Church of Ford is hosting a women's
between 400. to 600 people Holiness is based here in conference this week.
every Wednesda"' ~moon, · Tampa, Ford says- that she- _ Repo'I"Ur I Writer Antione :
and :S)te is hol~ Qiutnbing, · has receiyed prayer
DarJ'iB can be reached at ·
uphoJstery and GED ,classes . .and calls from people around (813) 248-1921. He can Some of the people Mrs. Ford ministers help dean up an·
for tl}ose seekiiig. a clipl~ma the world"including LOndon abo . be reached at
empty lot near Tampa Park Plaza.
· ··
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Come celebrate with us
on our

Pastor and Frst Lady
. : · 3rd Pastoral
·.: .Anniver~ry
APr il .2 5th •29th
,

..•. .

•

·!•

•

·

BEULAH BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL.CHURCH
1006 West Cypress Street • Tampa, Florida 33606 •_813 Z'l-338Z
Dr. W. James Favorite, Senior Pastor ·
:
..

New Macedonia
• M.8.' Church

A'p rll25th
!~3~pm

PASTOR
T. CARP£NT£R

True Love
M.B. Church

April 26th
. 7:30pm ·

t

~

.
"Special Mortgage Burning Service!'
.

'

-~

.'.

.Sunday, April29, 2007 • 9:4S A.M.
.'
Come and be a part of this history tnGking event being held by the first African
· American Baptist Churc~ in Tampa that \Vas or9anized in 186S,
~: upon the heels of the Emancipation ProdatnGtion•
'J

...

'

....

i

«

PASTOR
PAUL BUSTER

. . ,.!

Dr. W. James Favorite and the' Beulah
Baptist ·Institutional Ch_~.~ch. ..family
. would be honored to have the :
. communityjo_in u,s in our ..

,
PASTOR
QUANTAIWASHINGTON
.
And FIRST LADY NICOL£ ." ·::· ... ·.
WASHINGTON

:Theme: Whe~ _Go,d Calls_a Man·-=- Romans8:28-39

.
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..

for additional informadon, please contact the Church Offlce -813 251-)382

· ··· · ~-· ~ ~·· - ~ ·--·---------------- ---~----------------
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_,ance Ministry's Workshop Is A Huge _S uccess
"

Norton says that he plans
on hosting another Mime
Workshop before the end of
the year, and is also looking
forward to hosting an event
called, A Night 0{ Worship.
· The event will feature praise

teams . who attended the
workshop.
.
"This is what ministry is·
all about, people realizing
just how powerful and awesome God is," said Min.
Norton . "A lot of these

en
c

~
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:::0

young people are so hungry 1
for the truth, and it was just N
a powerful atmosphere. This -~
is something that I definitely ~
do again simply because of ~
the effect it had on these people's lives."

BY ANTIONE DAVIS
Senti~el StaffWriter
Ministries from Miami and
throughout the Tampa Bay
area came to be a part of the
· Mime Workshop 2007.
Min. Rodney Norton:
founder of Mime In Motion
Ministries, hosted the event
late last month.and received
a great response from the
attendees. 'Dance ministries
from Miami, St. Petersburg,
Lakeland, Seffner, Spring
Hill and Tampa came to
Triumphant
Church ·
Fellowship at ' 14701 N.
Nebraska Avenue for the
event.' Roughly' 130 people
attended the workshop.
"It was an amazing event. I
knew that God was going to
do something amazing
· through this workshop, and
the event actually transformed.· into a testimonial
service," said Min. Norton.
"We had some of the praise
teams minister for us, and
peopie young and old were
deliv~red from
lot of the
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Min. Rodney' Norton,
Founder of Mime In
Motion Ministries, facili- '
tated the Mime Workshop
2007.

ELDER THEODIS LANE
General President

ELDER WILLIE J. WILLIAMS, DD
Moderator

problems that they have
been going through."
Many of the teenagers who
attended the workshop
describe some of the things
they were going through.
Min. Norton says many of
them vividly described how
God had delivered them
through the ministry taking
place at the workshop. Min.
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~oumalists Plan
To~ Hall Meeting

en

NIGHTLY SERVICE SCHEDULE:
WEDNESDAY ".

On Race, Gender,
·Class Jn Media
Member~·;;#.'the Tampa St. fetersburg. ·
Bay Association of Black · ' The meeting is free and
Journalists
and · the open to the public.
Department of Journalism
at the University of South . - - - - - - - - -- - - . ,
Florida, will host a tOwn hall
Look, Think
meeting ·on Thursday, April Decide For Yourself
26th. The purpose of the
meeting is to discuss race, What Is Scientology?
gender, and class in the
media.
Come helf It from African
The journalists felt the American Christian &Muslim
tpwn hall meeting would mlnlsters·who have used It to
give citizens a chance to dis• Improve communities,
cuss thesej,~l!es after the
Video & Lecture
Don Imus scandal.
The meeting will begin at 8
Presentations
,p.m., and will be held at the
M·W 8 p. m. & Sat. 3 p. m.
Campus Activities Center on
Church of Scientology
the University of South
Mission
of Old Tampa Bay
Florida. The building is
6506
N.
Florida
Ave., Tampa
located at the corner
6th
Ph: (727) 475·0030
AvenueS. and 2nd .St. ~.• in
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ELDER TIMOTHY J. KEMP
Host Pastor

I

ELDER CLARENCE WARREN, JR.
Brotherhood & Usher Ministries
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History On The .Horizon
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: Cel~brati'ng - th-e good . was the guest speaker at Joe
times -is· exactly what the Chillura Court' House
members of Gamma Theta Square on Friday, February
Om.l'!ga ·Chapter'' of Alpha 6 and Sunday, Fe'bruary 11,
K~ppa Alpha -Sorority, and lastly the AKA Day of
lncorpor.ate'd did at their Worship at New Hope
ESP Centennia,l , Kickoff Mis,sionary Baptist Church's
Celebration with the compa- 57th Church Anniversary,
ny offamily,frierids, and the where Rev. T: W. Jenkins
community.
.
presides as pa-s tor,..
· Th~ sorority appreciates
Ga!llma Theta Omega
the community's continued Chapter
Centennial
support, sharing in the his- Celebration activities includtoric milestone which will ed: ESP/Centennial Kick off
feature a year long com- Celebration, AKA Physical
memoration culminating in Fitness Day, Pink and Green
a gala week' of tributes, Career .Day, AKA Pink
salutes, and· praise in ·Valentine's Day sending
_Washington, DC, July 2008 cards· to our Golden Sorors
at the birthplace of the and Sick and Shut-Iri Sorors,
Sorority. Display of loc"al Chapter
February was declared as History, Recognition ·or
"South Atlantic Regional - Sorority Leaders and
AKA Centennial Month'-' Achievers, Display AKA 'fags
within Alpha Kappa Alpha and Flags and Par~phernalia,
Sorority, Inc. , · _
AKA Soror Pampering Day,
The corturiunity involve- AKA Reclaim and Reactivate
ment included: Participating Sorors, and attend the
with the ,CitY. . of Tampa's Centennial South Atlantic
19th Annual_Black History ·54th Regional Conference in
Celebration as a vendor, dis- Atlanta, Georgia. All of these
playing ,
our.
AKA splendid programs could not
Extraordjna,ry
,Service have been possible without
,1Program ~c'tivity display Yvonne · D. Long
board.- The H.illsborough · Historian, Evelyn · E.
County Commissioner~· McFadden - First Vice
Black HeJ;itage Celebration, .President, and Gwen
~ where A~tQrney. Carolyn Myers - President of
- House Stewart, Esq. (First Gamma · Theta Omega
Vice President of Alpha Chapter of Alpha Ka·ppa
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc-.) - .Alpha Sorority, Inc. - ---~
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~MOREHOUSE
'ti!!J1
The Tampa,...., St. Petersburg Morehouse College
Alumni Association

And Every Sunday Thereafter
b @ Freedom Park
Main St. And Albany
In West Tampa

Presents

Proceeds To Benefit The Student Fund And Upcoming Events.
This Is A West Tampa Cultural Society Sponsored Event

w

813) 258-9796
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AKAs Black History Celebration

COLLEGE

Sunday, April29, 2007
oo 12 P.M.-9:00P.M.
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.A({As Centennial Celebration
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* 7:30p.m. * Meet and Greet at
Shark Bar; 1
mpa Street
May 5th, Saturday * 11 a. m. - 3 p. m. * Picnic at Rowlett
Park; Fun, Food and games; family
May 5th, Saturday~ 8 p. m. - untlf Sheraton Rlverwalk Hotel
200 N. Ashley Street
'
Black &: White Semi formal (adults only)
May 6th, Sunday* We plan to fellowship together at a selected
church TBA
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(Tickets. Can be purchased at Oriental Fish Market
Aikens Funeraf Home and Big John's Barbeque) '
Come out and show your support and catch up on old times. For
more Information and tickets on this upcoming event call Adrian
White at 231 -5937 or Valerie Frazier at 245-20'16.
A portion of the proceeds will benefit the Sarcoidosis Foundation
and a local charity. DON'T MISS OUT...........Gi'eat for professional
Networking. Bring your business cards.

For tickets or additional information contact:

J etie B. Wilds • 926-5679 • Sonjia Little • 503-2087

Books for Thought • 10910 North 56th Street • Temple Terrace
13 988-6363
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Mother Concerned ·About l<
Incarcerate~ Son's Safety l>"tt

·Educators To Recognize
655 Hon~r: Graduates
1

.BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel Staff Writer

·rN

~ -

Ms. Cathy McCrae feels
she's really hit the wall. She '
recently lost her mother, and
is disabled. She also had been
entrusted with the care of
children belonging t'o other
family members.
"My mother and I were very
close, and I depended on her a
lot. Now that she'.s gone, .I
haven't been able to deal with
handling a lot of things on my
own. I'm still grieving her
passing and battling health
problems at the same time.
Sometimes, it gets to be overwhelming."
.
If that wasn't bad enough,
Ms. McCrae's son, Omar
McCrae, is serving time in
Calhoun State Prison in·
Georgia.
Ms. Crae said she's not disputing the fact that her son
should be incarcerated, but
she is very concerned about
his welfare.
·
·
"He started writing me letters about the prison environ- ·
ment he's in, and it scares 'me.
"He vividly describes incidents that have occurred right
in front of him, and having to
deal with threats every day."
In one letter Omar sent to .
his mother, he stated he really didn't expect to live if he
isn't transferred to another
prison.

than ten years ago, · HABSE
has recognized' the achievements of African American
students. The organization is
composed of educators on all
levels, parents, and individ~
als .who are interested in the
education and success of
youth.
Dr.. Horton said the recognition ceremony has grown
with each passing year. The
ceremony was· first held at
Jefferson High School, and
later relocated to Middleton
High School. However, it is
being held at Chamberlain
High School this year because
that school has a seating
capacity of nearly 1,000 peo- ,
ple.
"Last year, we had more
than 890 people attend. The~eremony is open to the public
but seating is limited. The
scholarship winners will be
announced during the ceremony."
Anyone wishing to obtain
additional information should
contact Ms. Rhonda· Harris,
Vic~ President of HABSE, at
(813) 272-4000.

Members of a Hillsborough
County education organ1zation will recognize more than
600 African American graduating seniors. The ceremony
will take place on Wednesday,
April ·25th; 7 p.m., - at
Chamberlain I:ligh School,
9401 N. Boulevard (corner of ·
N. Boulevard and Busch
Blvd.).
'
Dr. Sam .Horton, President and founder of the
Hillsborough Alliance of
Black School Educators
DR. SAM HORTON
(HABSE) said, "This is our President, Founder of HABSE
opportunity to recognize those
students who have towed the have been chosen to receive
line for 12 years. This is our the book scholarships.
Additionally, seven students
chance to embrace our children and show them that we will receive· free' tuition to
attend
Hillsborough
care.",
The 655 graduating seniors Community College.
Dr. Horton said, "We
being recognized have maindecided
to provide book schol. tained a grade point average
arships
rather than selecting
of 3.0 or higher this year. The
students were also invited to one or two students to receive
submit an essay for considera- ·scholarships. 'W_e feel the book
tion to receive book scholar- scholarships will benefit more
ships. More than 170 students students."
Since its inception more
· participated and 40 of those

~

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
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OMARMCCRAE
...has been in Georgia prison
for a month and fears for his
life.

"He said his life is in jeopardy every day. He feels he
doesn't' belong in a prison
with so many violent and dangerous inmates. He's not' serving time for a violent act, and
wants to be moved closer to
home where his family can
visit him." ·
.
Ms. McCrae has been· trying to contact Calvin Brown,
director of the Inmate
Administrative Facilities
Division in Georgia. · .
"rve requested my son be
moved to De-Ray James
Prison, because it's closer to
Florida, and I'll at least be in
a better position of visiting
him. Where he is now is to far
away."
Ms. McCrae said she's been ·
repeatedly frustrated in her
efforts to get her son transferred.
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"Complete Dental Care For All Ages "
• Prevention & Education• Extra_ctions • Root C~nai .Therapy
. • Teeth Whitening • Crowns,·Bridges & Dentures
)
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•-On-Site Denture l ab· • Repair &·Relines-Done On-Site
• Custom Designed Gold Crow~ s Available
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.N CNW Plans For ·
.Another Workshop ·On Annual Luncheon Domestic Violence fl.l anned
BY GWENDOLYN HAYES
Sentinel Editor
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HONORABLE FRANK
PETERMAN, JR.
Guest Speaker

GERALDINE I. 1WINE

The Tampa Metropolitan
Section of the National
Council of N:,egro Women,
Inc. Annual Luncheon is
planned for Saturday, May
5th, 11 a. in. - 2 p. m. at the
Tampa Marriott Westshore.
First Vice President, Electa
Davis is chairperson, and
Leola Tillman is co-chairperson. The luncheon will
also feature a silent auction.
The theme for the occasion
is "70 Years Challenge and
Achievement, Living The
Legacy." Josephine ToWnsend will present an
Education Award to a youth
of the Tampa Bay area.
Bishop James H. Howell
of the Cathedral of Faith
Church will give the invocation. Dr. Phyllis Tucker
Wicks will dramatize the
life of Dr.. Mary McLeod

with the Juvenile Services
Program of St. Petersburg.
Rev • . Peterman was
called to the ministry in
1995 and was ordained in
2002. He was called to pastor New Beginnings M. B.
Church in 2002. The church
was renamed The Rock of
Jesus M . B. Church, St.
Pete, in 2003.
Rev. Peterman is married to June Peterman
and together they have 4
children :.. Sydnee, Frank,
ill, Jordan and Taffrey.
The public may contact
any NCNW member for
donation and ticket information.
· Gloria W. Davis is the
Publici:ty Chairperson.

Bethune.
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President, NCN\V
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The success ofa .rec.erit workshop on domestic -violence, has
sparked interest' for _another,
which is slated for July -·
"Breaking The Silence InDomestic Violence."
Domestic violence crosses all
boundaries - race, gender, economic status. But it's one of
the misfortunes that rarely
spoken of in public. That's one .
of the reasons Delia Coleman
has been adamant about hold- . Chaplain Delia Coleman, left, with her pastor, Pastor Johnny
ing workshops - "to help hurt- M.~r,Sr.
~
ing women," she said in a
some horror stories of what she ever left he'd kill her and
recent interview.
forbid members of the band
Ms. Coleman held the first women have to go through.
"In
the
Black
family
it's
just
from assisting her financially.
workshop last fall. There was
enough interest to plan anoth- an unspoken statement that With the help of family, she
er, which was held March 31, you don't talk about the eventually fled to Florida.
According to statistics posted
2007. This time, more victims domestic violence in your
than before attended that con- home. And, in our community by the local daily from the
firmed the need for more it has been understood that Tampa Police Dept·., 1,214 ·
forums, Ms. Coleman, a min- beating on women is just some- African American females
ister who is also the chaplain thing that men do and it's reported incidents of domestic
for the Tampa Police Dept., okay. But at these forums, we violence in 2006 and 328
said. Guests at the recent share with the victims that it's African American males ..
Ms. Coleman, who is profes- _
forum included Linda Hess of not okay and there is help."
sionally employed- by a medical
The Spring, Margaret Lang
At this most recent forum, billing ,company, encourages
of Victim's
Assistance one participant talked about those who want to learn more
Program, and Nikkie Daniels how a mentally and physically or want to participate, to call
of Family Justice. A portion of abusive husband caused her· (813) 986-2801.
the program is set aside as an unborn child to be handiGwen Hayes can be
open forum that allows those capped. Another told of how reached at (813) 248-1921 or
who attend to share their expe-· her entertainer boyfriend was by
email.
at
riences. "Sometimes you hear so possessive. He told her if editor@flsentinel.com.

The First Annual

LLN:ESS PLA'N
for the
TOTAL MAN

Tod.a~!

T,.he guest speaker •. a
Z native of St. Petersburg, is
~ the Honorable, Reverend
~ Frank P.eterman, Jr.,
it Florida Legislature. He was
0 the first African A-merican .
..J elected to the House of
LL
''The Voice
Representative from St.
of
Pete and has remained in
this position since 2000. He
Our Community
began his political career as
Speaking for Itself'
an elected City Councilman
and served in ·st. Pete for 31/~ years. He is currently. · ~813)
Duector of Development · "

Community Health Forum
~0 ~QD ZJ{ifo)f}
8:00am to 2:00pm .

248-1921

On-site Registration starts @ 7:00am

~----------------~

We are pleased to announce a senior final expense life
insurance plan to help pay what the Government Lump
Sum Death Benefit does not pay for your final expenses.
At present, that benefit is limited to $255.00, if you qualify.
This.senior plan may pay 100% of all funeral expenses not
paid by tile Government Lump Sum Death Benefit, up to
$50,000 for each person covered. To see if you qualify, call
the telephone number below. This is a FREE service to you.
'

'

. You may request for : $2,500
$5,000 ' $7,500
$10,000
$15,000
$20,000 ' $25,000
$50,000
'
. of whole life insurance.

~
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total man hal a winning
plan where his
• 11 concamad. AI a father. husband. 1on. brothar.
friend ltl1 Important to choose a winning -linus plan
by complatlng ·annual 1creanlng1 for pro1trate cancer.
colon cancar and cardlova1cular related disuses. Early
detection 11 the kay to prav.nllng unnacossary
complication I and toao of tile."
"Be a total man with a winning -tlnass plan and join
CHAP The Flof1da [)apartment of HNlth. Ofllca of Minority
Health and Its community partners on Saturday. April 28.
.
• 2007. at Middleton High School."

Free Cancer, Diabetes,
Pressure, Body Mass Index Screenings
and-fool_Exams that could save lives
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PRE-REGISTER TODAY CALL813-247-6800 OR SEND EMAIL TO chap@chapnet.org ·
. Fr1rte food and apeaal prizes fot set6tned pattidpantt.
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City To Hold
East Tampa
Community
Meeting
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The City of Tampa .
Neighborhood & Community
Relations Office, in partnership with the East Tampa
Business & Civic Association
Inc., is hosting a community
meeting on Thursday, May 3,
2007. The meeting wil'l .be
held at the Cyr us Green
Community"Center, loca ted ·
at 21.01 Eas t ' D r. ,M arti n ·
Luther. King,' J r ., f3.pulevard .
· from 6 to 7:30 ·.}ttfi. T h ~s ::
meeting is free and op.~p,.,to,
the public and all locar residents are encouraged to
attend.
.
This community meeting is
being held to make ·city government more accessible to
citizens. Local officials and
city representatives will be
available to answer questions on a variety of topics.
- For additional information,
please contact Neighborhood
& Community Relations
Director Shannon Edge, at
(8f3) 274-7835 or via e-mail
at
Shannon.Edge@tamoagoy.net.
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Rep. Betty
Reed
Selected
As Budget
Conferee

-

REP. BE'M'Y REED
Tallahassee · Rep. Betty
Reed (D· Tampa) has been
selected to serve as an
Economic Expansion and
Infrastructure
Budget
Conferee. "I am eXtremely
honored to be given the
opportunity to work on the
budget for our great State,"
said Rep. Reed. "My colleagues and I will work hard
and long crafting ·a budget
that will be inclusive enough
to serve the needs of all
Floridians."
As a "Budget Conferee" for
the Economic Expansion and
Infr.a structure Council, Rep.
Reed and her colleagues will
be tasked with working to
craft the very. best budget for ~
the Agency for Workforce.
Innovation, Gommunity'
Affairs, Olfie'e of Tourism,
Trade
and
Economic
Development,
Highway·
Safety Motor Vehicles and
State Transportation.

You multi-task.
Shouldn't your
business checking?
Finally, everything you need from a business checking account- for free~
Introducing Integrated Business Checking, only from Sun Trust. It's Free
Business Checking, plus Free Persona{ Checking with free Bill Pay, aod free
Check Cards for each account, all managed in a single view through Sun Trust's
exclusive Online Cash Manager. It's the best business banking in the business,
and it just got better.
Call800.259.5730, stop by your local SunTrust branch, or visit
suntrust.com/bizbanking for more information.

/

SUNTRUST
Merchant Services

Treasury & Payment Solutions

Business loans

Seeing beyond money

t

"There are fees for exceeding s1a1ed 1ransacllons, cash processing, and nlgh1 bags. Reier to 1he fee schedule lor de1alls.
Online Cash Manager and Online Cash Manager Plus are no1 in1endad for use by oommerc1al or instiMional clients, which in ganeral are d10flned as
companl.. wl1h annual sales In excest cil $10 million . SunTrus1's Onl1ne Cash Manager Premium and OnUne Treasury Manager h11W1 a compla1e-hos1
of web-based aervlces designed 1o mae1 your online banking needs. Please call 877.370.5108 for addi1ional inlorma1ion. You must have or ope~ a·
bualnesa checking accoun11o be ellgible1o enroll In an OnHne Caah Manager product. Transac11on and service fees may apply.
SlJ'1Trus1 Bank, Member FDIC. ~007 SunTrust Banks.- Inc. SU1TruS1 and Seeing beyond mon9y are federally regls1ered service maries of SunTrus1 Benks,lnc.
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Althea Wynn and Audrey Gibson weren't too busy to
pose for this photo during a social gathering.
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'M~s of the Mt.

Tabor M. B. Church Youth Choir.
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This photo from the past was taken at the Forest Heights Community Cellter during a holiday luncheon.
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Batty Williams Celebrates Birthday At Reatha's Place ~
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Plenty oflove and support was given to Betty Williams as
·all of her friends gathered at Reatha's Place (formerly The
Horseshoe) to celebrate her birthday. (Photos By Julia
Jackson)
·
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Pete Knight dropped by
Reatha's Place to join the celebration.

Guest of honor Betty Williams poses with her mom, Vivian
Heyward, and her sister, Tamara Carswell.
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Also celebrating his birthday with Betty was Larry
Cook.
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In this photo are Shawn Smith, Cha Cha Davis, Stephanie
Reid, and birthday girl Betty Williams.

:t
In this photo are Ms. Reatha Hobbs, Pied ·Davis, Keith
George, and the birthday girl, Betty Williams.

E-Z HOME FASHION & ACC.
· Sheet Set ·· Curtains • Table Clothss • Fabrics
Comforters • Bedspreads • Area Rugs
Towels • Purses, Wallets
.
And Much Morel!!
·

Bemard Roberson poses with Ms. Reatha Hobbs, owner of
Reatha•s Place.
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Hamett Bogan and Vanessa
Williams came to Betty's
birthday bash at Reatha's
Place.
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·Find You·A Corner And Make
~~~ Quick Monev In A Couple 01 Hours!
Cllt

Betum

Pr~nt

$5.11

$1.50

$2.51

$11.11

JI5.0D

$5.11

$1~i.ll

122.58

$1.51

. 810.00

$11.11

.. ·

(81J) 247-1053
3807 N. 29th St. •
Tampa, FL 33610
www.dezllnenOaol.com

.

•.• Mon.- Sat. 10-7 • Sun. 1-6
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Wednesday
Senior Citizen Day
20% Off Any Purc~ase
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51

$25.01

SIJ.60

$12.51

111

$51.11

116.80·

$25.11

211

$100.00

$150.00

$51.11

411

$200.00

saoe.oo

$111.11

lllhlra

3602 7th-Avenue • Tampa, FL.
241-2301 or 247-3719
.

Keys Made

Pr~nt

.

2201 21st Ave. • Tampa, Fl 33605 • 18131 248-1921
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Latex Flat yYhite Paint ... ;...... $5.99 gal .
Oil Outside White Paint ..••..•. $11.99 gal.
Roller Pan Set ......................... $2.49 ea.
·3 .. Brushes ...............•...•...·..........99¢ ea.

SALE PRICES OOOD
LIMIT 2 WITH THIS AD ONLY!!
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SPORTSIDE
WITH RANDY
•••••••••••••••••••••

·The Lightning's
Se&son IS Over!
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been generally conceded to
be the best quarterback in
the draft.
· It haS be~n rumored that
Russell once threw a football 170 yards while on his
knees. 'J amarcus alllazes
scouts with his mobility, in
spite of his size. Reports say
the Cleveland Browns will
take him #1. Several teams
have been rumored to be trying to move up to take him at
#1.

The Tampa Bay Light- the ball. Even the starting
Bucs Play It
ning's season ended at home. pitchers on the team look
Close To The Vest
The team went into Sunday's like the same old team.
.
People are speculating
game trailing 3-2 in the win- · The starters pitch well,_the · what the Bucs will do with
iost column. The Bolts, as team puts runs on the board their 4th overall draft pick in
the team is called, needed a a~d the bullp~n or relief Saturday's NFL draft. While
victory in order to send the pitchers come m and blow speculations run wild; the
game to a 7-game series.
the game. The bullpen has Bucs are playing it close to
Before a sold out crowd, prov~n that no lead is too big the vest. The aren't saying
•
.
y
,
the Lightning was never in for them to blow.
anythmg. They aren t even
the game. New Jersey
This h as been the s t ory of hi t'
1
'
1'11e.
~ Th t
'
nTh
mg. B
jumped out to a 2-0 lead and t h e teams
e earn
e ucs are no t d'ISnever gave it up. The final needs to spend some money
scor.e was 3-2. Thus the hock- to get them at least one top- cussing their needs, which
might give a hint. There are
ey season is over for Tampa notched closer.
so many options on the table
Bay.
for
the Bucs. The Tampa
Will Jamarcus Be #1?
based
team should come out
Same Old
Jamarcus Russell is a
of
the
draft with some excelTampa Devil Rays
6'5", 246-pound rifle-armed
lent
talent.
The Tampa Bay Devil Rays African-American quarter· The draft starts Saturday
has a team full of talented back at LSU. Many believe
players. They are young, he will be the #1 pick in the at 12 noon on ESPN. Tune
fast. can hit, field and throw upcoming NFL draft. He has in.
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'Pacman' dones Buys
Full-Page Ad .T o
Address Team
Suspended Tennessee
Titans cornerback Adam
"Pacman" Jones took steps
recently to ensure that his
teammates and fans know
that he is remorseful about
his recent missteps and dedicated to making some positive changes.
The athlete took out a fullpage ad in the sports section
of Friday's edition of The
Tennessean - Nashville's
daily newspaper - and told
his family, coaches, teammates and Titans fans he
must reorganize his priorities.
"'n the past few weeks, I
have learned a lifetime of
lessons," the letter states,
addressing his season-long
suspension by NFL commissioner Roger Goodell.
Jones writes of his intention
to meet, and hopefully
exceed the expectations people have of him.
"The first step in meeting
these goals is for me to stop
making the poor choices that
have "put me in this position," the letter reads.
Jones has had about 10
police run-ins since . the
Titans selected him as the
sixth pick overall in the 2005
draft. He has had five
arrests, including the incident that broke the camel's
back: a Feb. 19 fight at a Las

ADAM 'PACM.AN' JONES

Vegas strip club that led to a
triple shooting. Police want
to charge Jones for inciting
the fight.
Under new rules instituted
this month by the NFL to
crack down on off-field
infractions, Jones was suspended for the entire season.
However, Goodell left open
the chance f()r Jones' return
after the Titans' lOth game
if he meets a list of stringent
requirements. That included
staying out of "adverse"
involvement with police and
putting together· a plan of
community service the NFL
must approve.
Jones wrote in his letter
that he also plans to reenroll at West Virginia
University and finish his
degree.

Woods Plays
Oakmont For
First Time

OAKMONT, PA - Tiger
Woods got his first look at
Oakmont Country Club on
Sunday as he began preparations for the U.S. Open.
· Woods played the back
nine early Sunday morning
with members and swing
coach Hank Haney, then
stopped for lunch and played
the front nine in the afternoon.
The U.S. Open, to be
played June 13-16, returns to
Oakmont for the first time
since 1994. It is one of the
few classic championship
courses in the United States
that Woods had not played.
He first qualified for the U.S.
Open in 1995 as an amateur.
Woods said he thought
Oakmont as a members'
course was far tougher than
Winged Foot, where last year
he missed the cut for the first
time in a major as a pro. ·
, On the par-S eighth, he
played the back tee at 288
yards, and hit 3-wood to the
middle of the Green ..
"I refuse to hit driver,"
Woods said, smiling. "It's
against my religion."

BEAUTY UNLIMITED

ROCKY
Gentlemen, it just got hotter outside. This
week's Beauty Unlimited feature, Rocky, has taken
the temperature up at least another 50 degrees.
Rocky Is more than just what you see on the
photo above. She's a woman. who enjoys the finer
things in life, arid loves being around people who
share her goals and know how to have fun. Rocky
enjoys nothing more than being the center of
attention, and when it comes to the man in her life,
he must be strong, mature, and able to deal with
all the attention she gets everywhere she goes.
Congratulations to Rocky as this week's Beauty
unlimited feature.

··ROTHIR'S
GRAPHICS

1248 E. Hillsborough Sulte•206
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Celtics' Telfair Caught
With Load~d Handgun
Boston Celtics player
Sebastian Telfair was
caught slipping, allegedly, by
cops in Yonkers, New -York ..
. After he was pulled over for
speeding on the Bronx River
Parkway, pol·ice found a
loaded handgun under a seat
in his SUV.
.
'felfair, 21, and 28-year-old
passenger AI Eden Fuentes
of Queens were arrested on
several charges, including
felony secand"degree possession of a weapon. Both plead.ed not guilty Friday at
SEBASTIAN TELFAIR
Yonkers City Court and bail
was set at·$7,500.
According to Westchester .. by an officer. The officer
·county police spokesman quickly noticed the butt of the
Kieran O'Leary, Telfair handgun sticking out from
was behind the wheel of his under the passenger seat,
O'Leary added.
·
2006 Range Rover when
Both Telfair and Fuentes
police clocked him traveling'
.d th h d
.d th t
ey a dno 1 ~a a a
77 mph in a · 45-mph zone. sal
Neither Telfair nor passen- . gu~ wa.s un e; t e. se~t.
ger Fuentes had a valid dri- Pohce still were mvesbgatmg
ver's · license· (Telfair's ~t ethder the firearm was reg.
Fl on.d a 11cense
was_suspend ~ - 1s. ere
Th . . . d
b k .
·
t
f
e pa1r 1s ue ac 1n
e d) , so th e car was se or .
rt M 17
'impoundment and searched cou
ay ·

_G~org~town's.

Green
Say- It's, '7G-30' He'll
·Retum ~o Georgetown
WASHINGTON -- Big
East player of the year Jeff
Green said Tuesday there is
a .. 70-30" chance he will
return to Georgetown for his
senior season.
Green and fellow junior
Roy Hibbert submitted their
names as early-entry candidates for the NBA draft last
week. Neither has hired an
agent, so both could return to
fulfill their oft-stated goal of
playing four years with the
Hoyas.
"Right now, 70-30 - 70 coming back," Green said . "It
depends on whether I'm

Bonds Hits· 6th
HR Of Season
To Pull Within
15 Of Aaron

BARRY BONDS

Struggling Sheffield Gets
Day Off From Tigers
DETROIT - The Detroit
Tigers hope a day off will
help Gary Sheffield turn
around his slumping start.
The nine-time All-Star hit
just .119 through the first 17
games this season, his first
in Detroit, and is hitless in
his last 12 at-bats.
"He'll. start fresh on the
West Coast, he'll be back in
tomorrow," Tigers manager
Jim Leyland said before
Detroit beat the Chicago
White Sox 6-5 in 12 innings
on Sunday. "It's a new team
and he wants to do it so bad
because the fans have been
great. He's probably pressing, but his timing is just not
right."
The Tigers open a twogame series Monday night
on the road against the Los
Angeles Angels before traveling to play the White Sox on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Chicago manager Ozzie
Guillen said "good" when a
reporter told him Sheffield
had the day off.
"That man is dangerous,"
he said.
Sheffield was the only
Tigers non-pitcher who did
not play in Sunday's game.
Detroit acquired Sheffield

SAN FRANCISCO '- The
countdown is on. Barry
Bonds is closing in on Hank
Aaron in a hurry.
Bonds hit his 740th home
. run Sunday, connecting for
the second consecutive game
and helping Matt Cain earn
his first win of the season in
the San Francisco Giants' 2-1
victory over the Arizona
Diamondbacks.
"It's awesome for him to be
swinging it like he's swinging
it," Cain said.
Cain wasn't bad himself.
Tl}e right-hander pitched a
three-hitter for his third
career complete game and
first since a one-hitter last
May 21 at Oakland. He struck
out four and walked four in a
game that lasted just 1 hour,
56 minutes. It was the fastest
nine-inning game in the nuijor
leagues since Arizona beat St.
Louis 3-0 in 1 hour, 54 minutes on Sept. 9 last _season, r~~:iiiiii~:-'""'W. . .I!I
according to the Elias Sports
Bureau.

Gary Sheffield has been
held hitless in 11 of his first 17
games as a Tiger.
from the New York Yankees
shortly after last season for
three pitching prospects. His
previous contract called for
him to make $13 million this
year and his new deal will
pay him $28 million over the
next two seasons.
In Sheffield's first 59 atbats of the season, he had 15
strikeouts with only one
homer, one double and five
RBis. He is among AL leaders with 13 walks.
"It's all mental because I ·
can have bad mechanics and
hit home runs," he said. "rm
not really a mechanically
sound guy, so it's just really
between my ears."

have a great opportunity to
take my. game to the next level
and compete with the best
players in the world. rve discussed this with family,
friends and Coach (Thad)
Matta, and I feel the time is
right."
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For All Your Seafood Delights. Mervin Has Just What You Need.

Mike Conley Jr. is keeping
his options open while testing
the waters for the NBA Draft,

:o .
)>6

"0

Now Cooking Thurs. - Sat.
•Fresh & Smoked Mullet •Trout •Sna
•Shrimp •Sheap Head •Live Blue C

ready. I still have a lot of
things I need to work on to
play at th~t level."

,
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Rams
Interested
ln ·Ricky

Oden Entering Draft,
Teammates Conley,
Cook Will Test Waters
Greg Oden is through with
school.
The 7-foot. freshman center
said Friday he will leave Ohio
State to enter the NBA draft,
where he figures to be one df
the top two picks along with
Texas freshman forward
Kevin Durant.
Freshman teammates Mike
Conley Jr. and Daequan
Cook also said they will make
themselves available for the
draft. Unlike Oden, they have
opted not to hire an agent for
now - meaning they will
retain the option of returning
to school in the fall.
' "This is a very tough decision for me," Oden said in a
statement. released by Ohio
State. "I love OSU and love
being a Buckeye, but· I also
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Ricky Williams spent last
season with the Toronto
Argonauts in the CFL.
·
ST. LOUIS -- Ricky
Williams, who has applied
for reinstatement in the NFL
after a one-year suspension
for substance abuse, could
find a home with the St.
Louis Rams.
Coach Scott Linehan, the
offensive coordinator when
Williams played for the
Miami Dolphins in 2005, said
Thursday he'd consider
adding Williams to the roster as a backup. The Rams
need depth behind Steven
Jackson.
"He's proven himself with
me," Linehan said. "I know
there would be a certain
, amount of risk involved
based on that. but I would
just because he deserves that
based on what he was able to
do."

TAl\IPA B..\ Y BllCC'ANEERS

2007-2008 Football Season
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4

@ Seattle Seahawks
New Orleans Saints
St. Louis Rams
@ Carolina Panthers
@ Indianapolis Colts
Tennessee Titans
@ Detroit Lions
Jacksonville Jaguars
Artzona Cardinals

Nov.18
Nov. 25
Dec.l
n'ec.9
Dec. 16
Dec.l3
Dec. 30

@ Atlanta Falcons
Washington Redsklns
@ New Orleans Saints
@ Houston Texans
Atlanta Falcons
@ San Francisco 49ers
Carolina Panthers

\

4:15p.m.
1:00 p.m.
· 1:00 p.m.
4:05p.m.
4:05p.m.
. 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:05p.m.
1:00 .m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
8:15p.m.
1:00 .m.
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Futurescop~
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You may feel a bit crabby
a·>eut your health this morning.
C 11 you feel yolJ need a physical
~ c' eckup make the appointment
' <t t ··day. If you want to feel and
C ' -h>k be~er today skip lunch and
~ take a walk instead.
;::,
tAffirmation: I give thanks for
who I am today.
GEMINI (May u-June 21)
This is a good time for you to
seek agreement on a plan that
involves a relative. Take the time
to remind your lover how much
you care. Get a little sentimental
if you have to. Don't be too critical of that softer side of your
personality.
_
Affirmation: The essence o'f life
is in each grain of sand.
CANCER (June u-July u)
You will not see eye to eye on
a particular matter with a friend,
but not to worry, you will be in
sync with others and may even
reap benefits from cooperation
with a new set of mind,.
Affirmation: I keep in mind the
practical side of life today. -
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Vibrations today make every- ·
one feel as if the universe has CAPRICORN (Dec 22.- Jan. 20)
It's a great day to tell somegiven them another chance .
Your fresh start may come in a body you are close to that you
romantic area. Buy a bouquet of love them. Saying it aloud gives
flowers for your partner on your -you energy and of course your
way home from work. See what designated adoree will be
delighted! Keep the big pictu re
-happens.
Affirmation: communication is . in mind today and yo u'll feel
a skeleton key that fits many completely buoyant!
Affirmation: Today I forgi ve
doors.
myself for everything that has
happened.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Someone in the family is ready
to give you something . Open AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb. 19)
Plan on having a perfect
yourself up to it. Home improvement - mental, physical and evening tonight. All vibrations
spiritual - is today's best theme. po in t to your meeting a new
Seek the simple pleasures from a friend, possibly while you are
out with someone else. Your speneglected hobby today.
Affirmation: I enjoy the spirits cial sense of self is highly attracof people who are whose spirits tive right now, and you'll be
pulling goodness toward you.
are akin to mine today
Affirmation: Joy is my house
guest today.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24- Nov. ll)
Now's a time that communicaPISCES ( Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
tions are easy. Fish are tasty and
Possibilities of hearing good
cotton is comfortable linen.
Dress up and get the weekend news about home are greatly
started earlier. Social life can expanded. Savor the news rather
take your mind off of heavy sub- than thinking about other
jects. Don't tighten up, brighten annoyances . Travel is on the
horizon. Plan the trip today.
up.
Affirmation : Helping others is
Affirmation: 1 enjoy working
the true measure of my worth.
with others today.

LEO (July 23-Aug ll)
You know what you want and
you have the ability to make it SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -Dec. 21)
happen. Step into action at work
You may feel restless today
today and you will get a lot because you have an excess of
done. You can get what you mental energy. You can channel
wa nt without being too that into productivity by applydemanding. Enjoy the time you -ing your fine mind to tasks that
have with your family. True you have been putting off for a
rewards come from those who while. You'll feel great at the end
are related to you by blood.
of the day.
Affirmation: Light from my _ ; Affirmation: As chances come
soul shines in many directions.
around again. I take advantage

ARIES (Mar. 21- April 20)
Set a limit on what you can do
tor others today. You'll enjoy
your feelings more if you are
straightforward about refusing a .
less than appetizing assignment.
Trust your feelings and say ~No I
won't." Clear boundaries help
you define yourself.
Affirmation: I let others too
my horn today.

.

ASK .DEANNA!

~ ~=;=;~========~=====;~~~;===~;===~====~~========~~-----.
TAURUS (Apr. 21- may 21)
VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 23)
of them.
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(Real People, Real Advice)
True Reality & Cutting Edge Wisdom

Ask Deanna! Is an advice
column known for its
fearless approach to reality-based subjects!

Ask Deanna ! can be
heard every Sunday on
KTYM AM 1460 at 3:00pm
in Los Angeles, CA.
Dear Deanna!
I'm a newlywed and now I
realize that I don't want to be
married.
I dated my
boyfriend for 6 months and
things were great. Now that
we live together, I see things
I don't like, he's not nice any·
more and I feel stressed out.
I wish things could be the
same as when we were dating. Our intimacy is suffering and I don't know what to
do. How can I .figure out
what has happened and why
this new marriage is so bad?

know well enough . The
drama, stress and responsibility begin the day after the
wedding. You now have to
look at the good, the bills and
the ugly which comes with
the terri tory. Have a talk
with your husband and share
your fears and feelings. As a
couple he's there to help sort
through things and get better
adjusted t o this new marriage.

Ask Deanna is written by
l)_e anna M. Write Ask
Deanna! Email: askdeannal@yahoo.com or write:
Deanna M, 264 S. La
Cienega, Suite 1283, .
Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
Website: www.askdeanna.gun

Married But Miserable
Memphis, TN
Dear Miserable:
...
The marriage is fine other
than the fact you got caught
up after a short time and
married someone you didn't

Comic Earthquake Peiforms At The lmprov
Just in case you missed it, BET comic Earthquake recently

performed at'the Improv in Ybor City before a standing room only
a.. crowd.
·
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Earthquake had everyone in laughter when he talked about
how high gas prices are and how we watch the Daytona 500 going
round and round.
(Photos By Julia Jackson)
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Opening the s J:tow for
Earthquake wa s another
BET comedian, Mo Jones.

.

\

Sylvia Davis and Earthquake posed for this keepsake
photo during the show.
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In this photo a re local comedians "Stu ck On S tupld"
Swanee and Da Famous Peacock.
,

At the Improv celebrating her birthday and enjoying the show was Linda Price (the
birthday girl) le ft, with Patrice Savage, Donna Doug.l as, Barbara Days, and Latria Savage.
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Chris Rock Asks Court
To Determine Patemity
STATESBORO, GA-- .
Chris Rock has asked a
Georgia court to start paternity proceedings to deter- .
mine if he's the father of a
13-year-old boy whose mother tried to file a paternity
lawsuit against the actor and
comedian last month.
Rock "desires to contribute to the support, maintenance, and education" of
the boy if there's evidence to
prove he's the father: according to papers that Rock's
attorney -filed Mond ay in
Bulloch County Superior
Court.
Kali Bowyer, who lives in
Bulloch County, sought' last
month to file a paternity
lawsuit against Rock seeking child support and medical coverage for her son,
Jordan. She withdrew the
law&,uit after court officials
told her it was outside the
southeast Georgia county's
jurisdiction because Rock is
a New Jersey resident.

lt•s Officially
A Wrap For
Bobby & Whitney

BOBBY BROWN And

WHITNEY HOUSTON
CHRIS ROCK

·

However , Rock, who has
two young children with his
wife of 10 years, Malaak, is
requesting that the matter
be taken up in the Georgia
court.
"She is looking forward to
establishing that Mr. Rock
is the father of their son and
bringing the case to a swift
conclusion," Brett Kimmel,
Bowyer's attorney. in New
York, said Wednesday._

Akon's Raunchy Dance
~~· -With 14-Yea r·Oid Irks Dad

The marriage of Bobby
Brown and Wh itney
Houston becomes an official
done deal on Tuesday, April
24, per a California judge.
The divorce, listed as
"uncontested," calls for neither party to receive spousal
support. Also, the property
division is listed as "no community property."
As previously reported,
Houston will have sole physical and legal custody of their
14-year-old daughter Bobbi
Kristina, while Brown has
been granted a "reasonable
right of visitation."
At a court date earlier this
month, Houston told Orange
County Judge Franz Miller
that Brown was unreliable
when it came to his daughter. "If he says he's going to
come, sometimes he does.
Usually he doesn't," she told
the court.
According to TMZ.com,
Houston shed tears during
the ten-minute April 4 hearing, during which the judge
set April 24 as the official Dday.

James Brovvn· Trust · ~
Ovves $7.0,~~0 .
~
AIKEN, SC -- The trust
handling James Brown's
estate owes more than $70, 000 for his elaborate
funeral and care of his body
for nearly three mon ths
before it was laid to rest in
March, according to the ·
funeral director who handled
the soul singer's arrangements.
·
"I'm just waiting on them
to get some of this mess
straightened out," said
Charles Reid, manager of
the C.A. Reid Funeral Home
in Augusta, Ga., which handled Brown's funeral. "I really haven't pushed the issue,
even though I'd like to have
mymoney."
_
Some of the funeral costs
have already been paid and
trustees have mailed a check
to Reid this week covering
the outstanding balance,
Brown's longtime adviser
and trustee Buddy Dallas
said Wednesday.
"It was the children that
ran up a funeral bill of over
$150,000, not the trustees,"
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JAMFS BROWN - '-

Dallas said. "We've done our
very best to do what we could
tO accommodate the creditors.
There's no great big pile of
money or surplus of money
just lying around."
"TT
Louis Levenson, an attorney for Brown's six adult ::0
children, said Wednesday it is !2
the trust's responsibility to en
pay for the funeral costs, m
which he considers a "reason- z
able" amount.
:::!
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Notorious B.I.G. Family
Su~s L.A. Again

widow, mother .------,
The father of the 14-yearand two chil~
old girl pulled on stage to
dren
of the rapengage in simulated sex with
per.
R&B singer Akon is calling
B.I.G., a.k.a.,
the act "atrocious," bu·t refusChristopher
es to _lay total blame on the
Wallace, was
superstar crooner.
24 when he was
Video footage of Thursgunned down
day's incident in Port of
March 9, 1997, NOTORIOUS
Spain, Trinidad . made
while
leaving
B.I.G.
national headlines after it
··Hometown Productions Of Entertainmenr·
a
party
·at
a
hit YouTube the next day.
ProudlY Presents
Los Angeles museum.
Pastor Dave Alleyne of the
In addition to the city, the
Flaming Word Ministry of
suit
names former -Los
AKON
Chaguanas, father of the 14Angeles
police officer Rafael
year-old, says his daughter
Per~z
and
his ex-partner,
Deena was taken advantage
~~JANU~~
Nino Durden. The suit conof during the concert at Zen ipation in the "contest,"
tends that Perez, Durden
adding that she became
nightclub.
.
Ms. 813
and other police agents conDeena_ had won round helplessly caught up in a sitmYsPace.com/drakboYlPrincess
spired to murder Wallace
one of a · dance competitio'n uation where she had no conand thlit the police departwhich carried prizes, includ- trol.
ment covered .up their
The
members
of Sln~tlni Her New
ing a "free trip" to Africa,
Sln~tles •••
involvement.
'
announced Akon from the Alleyne's church, however,
1605
E.
7th
Ave.
want
the
pastor
to
come
•
The
suit
'also
alleges
that
stage. Footage of the "dance"
From Her New co &
down
harder
on
Akon's
at
the
tim.e,
Perez
was
showed Akon simulating sex
DUO Comlrw Soon
working for Death Row
with Deena and tossing her actions. Parishioners said
Prfce:
Advance
that
Akon
sang
about
sexual
Records, the rap label owned
around the stage into differ$12.00 At 1be Door
~~
by Marion "Suge" Knight,
ent sexual positions. At the promiscuity and should be
Poster SlaHM &
end of the "competition," con: denounced publicly and
who
has denied any involvePfdtn Combo $10.00
testants learned that the banned from public perfor- (Qr~QWment in the killing.
pri~ of a free trip to Africa mances by the church.
Perez and Durden were
Time:
Alleyne, however, chose
turned out to be a con. Akon
at
the heart of an LAPD
P.M. Until I :00 A.M.
instead to denounce the pop
·joked that he was Africa.
. scandal involving abuses by
More lnfonnatfon
"She likes dan'cing and culture climate that supports
members of a . Rampart
nckets Pfease can
won a .competition," All~yne teen fascination with such
Division anti-gang squad.
•n:· ;~o,v:..,•u•o Or
said of her daughter's partie- pop stars.
1511
They have never been
charged in connection with
the Wallace killing. Perez,
' who now goes by .the name
Ray Lopez,· has denied any
involvement.
,
.
The Los Angelee Police
Department did ~ot have
any immediate comntent
about the su'it. ·-: '
The family of slain rapper
Notorious B.I.G. has filed a
second wrongful-death lawsuit against the city of Los
Angeles, alleging' that rogue
police officers killed him 10
years ago. The suit, filed
Tuesday, seeks unspecified
damages on behalf of the
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FUNERAL I MEMORIAMS
REMEMBERING
A SPECIAL LIFE

MR.EARL ·
.'
CHAMBERS, SR.
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Mr. Earl Chambers, Sr. of
2205 Blue Spruce Way passed
away Thursday, April 19,
2007.
Funeral services will be
conducted Tuesday, April 24,
2007, at 11 a. m. at Ray
Williams Memorial Chapel,
301 N. Howard Avenue, with
Elder Tony Parker, officiating. Interment will follow in
Rest Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
Mr. Earl Chambers, Sr. was
born March 6, 1941, in
Sylvester, Georgia, to
Roosevelt
and
Effie
Chambers Spires. He attended the public schools of
Worth County, Georgia. Mr.
Chambers was baptized at
an early age and waa a member of Emmanuel M. B.
Church. He was joined in
Holy Matrimony to Equilla
Chambers and they became
the proud parents of sb children, two sons and four
daughters. Mr. Chambers
was employed as a Head
Mechanic at Royal Buick in
Tampa.
· He was preceded in death
by: his parents; wife; son,
Earl Chambers, Jr.; sisters,
Carrie C. Gamble and
Deborah c·. Spencer; and
brother,
Weldon
L.
Chambers.
· Mr. Chambers leaves to
cherish his memory: his loving son, Joel Chambers
(Wanda) of Texas; daughters,
Valerie Chambers (Dwayne),
Arlena Chambers, Jackie
Miller (Robert) and Lyvette
Johnson (Melvin); loving
family; two brothers, Karl
Chambers (Sheryle) and
Michael Davis (Janet); two
sisters, Joyce Darnell
(Brock) and Trina Williams
(Charles), all of Tampa; loving in-laws, Edna Chambers
and Dennis Spencer of
Tampa; caring grandchildren, Ariel,
Jammah,
Ambrica,
Shandrica,
Quamarkus, Sharhonda,
Kelvin, Ayrrianna, Tyrone,
Chalandra,
Ronterrius,
Dexter, Shatai-ius, Victoria
and Melvin Jr.; great grandchild; nieces and nephews,
Phyllis, Terrye,' Jr., LaKenya,
Charles · Jr., Stephanie,
LaKenna, Marquis, Effie
LaShon, LaChelle, Michael,
Jr.; and a host of sorrowing
cousins, devoted friends, and
neighbors too numerous to
mention.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners.

DEA. HOMER T.
. PATRICK, SR.
2/1/1916- 4/25/2000
No shoulders broad
enough, no heart big
enough... no one could take
your place. No photo
albums or memories could
fill that empty space.
But in our hearts, we
have discovered gifts you
left behind - your courage,
honor, strength and love.
These things bring us
peace of mind.
Your Family.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIES

EVERETTL. SAUNDERS

Tampa Bay Muslim
Alliance Preparing
For Annual EVent ·.
The Tampa Bay Muslim Alliance is preparing.for its lOth
Annual Charity Festival, where they plan to provide 3,000
free, hot, nutritious meals, 2,000 free brand new toys and 20 ·
free bicycles for the children.
The event will be held on Sunday, May 6, 2007 at
Riverfront Park, No. Boulevard and Cypress.
·
The event will feature local elected officials, clergy, community leaders, and special guest speakers.
. To support this community event, call Bro Hakeein"'The
Dream" Aquil, (813) 267-1600 or Bro. Jarvis K. El-Amin
(813) 787-6652.

Sunrise: 4/24/1923
Sundown: 1130/2003
Remembering your special day. You're constantly
in our thoughts and
prayers. Someone is often
quoting one of your memorable statements. You're
sadly missed.
Your wife, Dottie; and
family members.

AIKENS
FUNERAL HOME
Ms. Sheena Gail Haynes,
Tampa.

EASTSIDE
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Jerry Dean Decker,
5701 E. Columbus Drive.
Mr. Charles~. McPherson, II, 7419 49t Ave.
Ms•.Eadanda L. Walker,
4102 N. lGtli Street.

.JACKSON
FUNERAL HOME
Hubert Davis, 3303 E.
Genesee.
Albert J. Mitchell, 2105 E.
Idlewild Ave.
James Williams, 2323
Liberty St.

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL CHAPEL
MARY NELSON.

SARAH BLAKELY
Fiance, God called you
home three years ago. It
did something to me. We all
love you very much and are
missing you. If crying
could help, you would still
be here. We love you, but
God loves you best. Missing
and loving you.
Mother, Georgia Mae;
close friend, Nathan Miller;
children, Shonquita Miller,
Phil Miller, Reco Miller;
sisters, brothers, aunts,
uncles, your nieces and
nephews, and all your family and friends.

May the Lord bless us all
as we depart into the other
life after this one. You are
truly missed by your loving
family. Love, you Mother.
From your loving daughter, Marilyn; and sons,
Louie and Brian.

IN LOVING
MEMORY OF

Funeral Home

John W . Harmon, L .F .D .

FREE QU01'Ii:S
Owner/Mnnngcr
!5002 N . 40th S t .

RAYWI'''A.M8
FUNERAL HOME .
Mr. Earl Ch~bers, Sr.,
2205 Blue Spruce Way.
Mr. . Joe Nathan Green,
3521 Rivergrove Drive.
Mr. Leonard Limehouse,
Sr., 2718 W. Grace Street.
Ms. LaTosha Smith, 2108
W. LaSalle Street.

STONE MEMORIAL
FUNERAL HOME
Ms. Den icia GogginsYaung, Tampa.
Mr. Barry Reynolds,
Tampa. ·

WILSON
FUNERAL HOME ,
Mrs. Marlene S. Anderson,
1920 W. Walnut Street. ·
Mrs.· Enid Walcott,
Odessa.
Mrs. Zipporah WellesleyCole, Tampa.

REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK
"A Community Pride"

Spaces • Monuments • Martters
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

626-2332

CORRECTION
The birthday memoriam for Shirley Simpson,
April 20th, should have
read and grandkids, not
3 grandkids.

Leonard Burston, 8740
Grove Terrace, Apt. 180.
Mr. .James Cannon,
Tampa.
Rhodlsha Gambrell, 8100

Mark Street.
.
Mr. Earl Hart~ 426
Southland Avenue.
Mr. Marice Johnson,
Sanford.
Pedro Malone, 744
Kensington Lake Cr.,
Tampa.
Mrs. Mary Diann Redding,
94134 Tillotson Court,
Odessa.

4615 E. IIanne • lampe 33610

,. f ~·
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CAROLYN DAVIS
DEXTER
Ap.ril 24, 2004
To my loving partner and
fl'iend • although·time has
npt slowed down • it seems
like only yesterday when
you were by my side. Not a
day passes in which you
are not missed and loved.
Aranettle Bundrage.
/
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INVITATION TO BID

Household Chemical and
Electronics Collection
ONLY RESIDENTIAL WASTE WILL BE ACCEPTED
Safely dispose of old chemicals, paints and solvents, automotive
products, household cleaners, pool chemicals, mercury thermometers,
fluorescent bulbs, lawn and garden supplies, and electronics, including
computer equipment, televisions and VCRs.

0
0

Sealed bids for INSTALLATION OF GYMNASIUM LIGHTING AT
ROBINSON HIGH SCHOOL will be received by the School Board of
Hillsborough County, Florida in the Office of the Supervisor of Purchasing,
Third Floor, School Administrative Center, 901 East Ken"nedy Boulevard,
Tampa, Florida until 3:00 PM, Tuesday. May 22, 2007. (The mailing address
is P. 0. Box 3408, Tampa, Florida 33601). Bids will not be accepted after .
3:00 PM of the above date. Bids will be opened an·d read aloud ·in the · ·
Purchasing Department, located on the third floo~ of the School
Administrative Center.

"

Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to an Encouragement
Affirmative Action Plan as identified within the bidding documents.

Saturday, April 28, 2007
9:00am to 2:00pm
City of Tampa Department of Solid Waste
4010 West Spruce St. - (behind main building)

There will be a Non mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting on Tuesday,
May 15, 10:00 am at Robinson High School, 6311 South Lois Avenue,
Tampa, FL 33616.
·
IT IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE THAT BIDS ARE
DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT AS REFERENCED
ABOVE. BID SECURITY MUST- BE SUBMITTED WITH BID. THERE ARE
NO EXCEPTIONS.

If you have any questions, or need more information
please contact
City of Tampa Department of Solid Waste 348-1111

NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS: The School Administrative ·center is a
"security" building; ther~fore, visitors will be required to obtain a
Visitors Pass prior to entering the building. A photo Identification will
need to be presented at this time.
Plans and specifications may be obtained from the Engineer. Compiete
information regarding bidding documents and other information may be
obtained from the Engineer:

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
1. PROPOSALS- TAMPA BAY WATER, A Regional Water Supply Authority will receive sealed PROPOSALS
addressed to the INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER at the offices of TAMPA BAY WATER's, 2575 Enterprise Road,
Clearwater; Florida 33763-1102,2:00 p.m., local time, on Thursday, May 24,2007. All PROPOSALS that have been
timely received will be opened publicly.
'

2. PROJECT Description - The Name of the PROJECT is Cypress Creek Header Improvement Project.
Project No.: 07022
3. Location- The PROJECT is located In Pasco County, Florida. •
4. General - Description of WORK - The WORK contemplated consists of: Removal and replacement of six 24-inch
diameter Ball "Valves and Control System including cabinets, seven 36-inch and seven 30-inch diameter
Butterfly Valves, quarry tile, air gap assembly closure.

Anston-Greenlees, Inc.
1315 West Fletcher Ave.
Tampa, FL 331112
(813) 963-1919

"0

c:

No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of thirty days after date set for
bid openhig.
·

ID
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
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MARYELLEN EllA ·
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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.: 5. Defined Terms • All defined terms are found In the Definitions Section of the General Conditions.

·..
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- 6. ·Bid Documents - Complete sets of BID DOCUMENTS are available for review or purchase beginning Monday,
April 23, 2007 at the office of TAMPA BAY WATER's ENGINEER. Black & Veatch Corporation, at 4890 W. Kennedy
Blvd., Suite 950, Tampa, Florida 33609. A payment of Thirty dollars and No/cents ($30.00) in check payable to ·
Black & Veatch Corporation will be required to purchase each complete set of the BID DOCUMENTS. These
payments represent reproduction, handling, and postage costs and are non-refundable.
7. BID SECURITY - BID SECURITY in the amouot of five percent (5%) of the PROPOSED TOTAL CONTRACT
PRICE must accompany each PROPOSAL in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders.
I

8. Pre-Bid Conference ·A. pre-bid conference will be held at Tampa Bay Water's Cypress Creek Pump Station
Facility, 8865 Pump Station Road, Land 0' Lakes, Florida 34639 on Thursday, May 10, 2007 at 10:30 a.m.
Attendance at the pre-bid conference Is mandatory and all prospective BIDDERS are required to attend the
conference . TAMPA BAY WATER may issue ADDENDA as necessary in response to questions arising
at the conference.
9. ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY· Failure to file a protest within the time prescribed In Section 120.57(3), Florida
Statutes, shall constitute a waiver of proceedings under Chapter 120, Florida Statutes. This Includes, but Is
not limited to, any objection to or protest of the form and content of the BID DOCUMENTS and/or the
actions of TAMPA BAY WATER.

" : ~:.·
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Hillsborough County Public· Schools
Tampa, Florida .

.......

Hillsborough County ~ublic Schools, the 8th iargest school
district in the U.S :, is seeking a General . Manager of
Procurement to serve as the district's principal. purchasing
official. The successful candidate will be responsible for
directing the timely procurement of supplies,' equjP,ment
and services needed by the Hillsborough ,County Public
Schools in accordance with the School District Procurement
Policy and all other applicable, federal, state 'and· local laws,
;t' ~~~' ·; · :rr: . · .
regulations, poiicies and .procedures.
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Qualifications: A master's degree · 1C:ii=';e~~ivalent
combination of degree and specified .e~perienceLwith
progressively responsible experience in' ·procurement. with
l 10. P~BLIC ENTITY CRIMES STATEMENT· Pursuant to Subsections 287.133(2) and (3), Florida Statutes, a person
knowledge of relevant state and local . laws; ~ or.di(.lances, .rules
or affiliate who has been placed on the convicted vendor list following a conviction for a public entity crime may not
and regulations and with a 111inimum ',of six years ·
submit a bid, proposal or reply on a contract to provide any goods or services to a public entity; may not submit a bid,
administrative, supervisory or managerTJent experience.
proposal, or reply on a contract with a public entity for the construction or repair of a public building or _public work; may
Public sector or government experience V/ith .... · bac~elor's
., ·
. not submit bids, proposals, or replies on leases or real property to a public enttty; may not be awarded ofperform work
as a contractor, supplier, subcontractor, or consultant under a contract with any public entity; and may not transact · · degree or.-hlgher In Business Administration; ~usiness
business with any public entitY in excess of the threshold amount provided In Section 287.017, Florida Statutes, for
Management or Finance pr:eterred.
· ~-~~-:4.~
~-~, ;:~~-,
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CATEGORY TWO, for a period of 36 months following the date of being placed on the convicted vendor list.

11;. DISCRIMINATION • Pursuant to Subsection 287.134(2)(a), Florida Statutes, an entity or affiliate who has been
placed on ~e discriminatory vendor list may not aubmlt a bid, propoaal, or reply on a contract to provide any goods or
, aervl"' to a public entity; may not submit a bid, proposal, or reply on a contract with a piJbllc entity fOr the construction
., , or repatr; \)f a public building or public work; may not submit bids, proposals, or repllea on leases of 11tal property to a
, public ~~ttty; may not be awarded or perform work as a · contractor, auppller, subcontractor, or consultant under a
contract with any public entity; and may not transact business with any public entity.
Dated .at Tampa, Florida, thla16th day of April, 2001

Starting

Salary:

• ._ :<:..· .~":~~\

$93,589,

· .plus .'
•

-~::

't ..

••

benefits · ;

z.~' .: . \ ." -- ~

•

Interested, eligible applicants must follow the · Internet d .
application process described· at http:www;sdhc.k12.fl .us .
Click Employment, click Administrative VaC?Sncies; scrcill .tO , (~<:\;.
the posting for General Manager of Purchasln~;>\:·_· .· · ..~,., . . :; ~~-~~·:..
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Deadline to apply Is Tuesday,
May 1,
2007,
at
4~00 P.M .. · t~,N~ ~.
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INVITATION TO BID
Sealed Bids for furnishing of all labor and materials and performing all
7
a
a;fE:::t
School Sites, will be received by the School Board of Hillsborough County,
Florida in the office of the Supervisor of Purchasing, Third Floor, School
Administrative Center, 901 East Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida until
3:00PM, Tuesday, June 12, 2007, (The mailing address is P. 0 . Box 3408,
Tampa, Florida 33601). Bids will not be accepted after 3:00· PM of the above
date. Bids will be opened and read aloud In the Purchasing Department,
located on the third floor of the School Administrative Center.
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Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to. an Encouragement
Affirmative Action Plan as identified .within the bidding documents.
There will be an On-Site Pre-Bid Meeting at each of the school sites,
beginning on Tuesday May 15 2007 at 10:00 A.M. at the front office of
Egypt Lake Elementary School, 6707 North Glen Avenue, Tampa, FL 33614,
and continuing on Wednesday, May 16, 2007 at 10·00 AM at the front office
of Mango Elementary School, 4220 Highway 579, Seffner, FL 33584.
Atte.ndance at all of the On-Site Pre-Bid Meetings Is highly
recommended, but is not mandatory.
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IT IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE THAT BIDS ARE
DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT AS REFERENCED
ABOVE. BID SECURITY MUST BE SUBMmED WITH BID. THERE ARE
NO EXCEPTIONS.
NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS: The Schoo~ Administrative Center J• a
"security" building, therefore, vlslto,. will be required to obtain a
Vlaltois 'p_. prior to entering the building. A photo Identification will
need to be presented at thla time.
Complete information regarding .bidding documents and other information
may be obtained f(om the Engineer:

t-

lt:w
iii

Key Engineering Aaocllltn, Inc.
Keith Bachmann, P.E. .
4562 Rutledge Drive, Palm Harbor, FL 34885
Phone (727) 781-1111
Fax (727) 781-1112
· E-mail addresa Uy.....,Qibg,a.com
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wtthctraW his bid for a period of thtrty days after date set for

No' bidder may.
bid opening.
·

·

· THE SCHOOL ~OARD OF
HIL~BOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
~~ :"-
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORID'A
Case No.: 07006486
DIVISIONC
Jareen Sherman
Petitioner
And
Arlington Sherman
Respondent
NOTICE OF ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE
TO: Arlington Sherman
Address Unknown
YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an
action has been filed against you
and that you are required to
serve a copy of your written
defenses, If any, to It on Jareen
Sherman, 2257 E. Osborne
Avenue, Tampa, FL 33610 on or
before May 28, 2007, and file the
original with the clerk of this
Court at 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, _FL 33602, before service
on Petitioner or Immediately
thereafter. If you fall to do •o. a
default may be entered against
you for the relief demanded
in the petition.
Copies of all court documents in
this case, including orders, are
available at the Clerk of the Circuit
Court:s office. You may review
these documents upon request.
You must keep the Clerk of the
Circuit Court' s office notified of
your cumtnt addresa. (You may file
Notice of Cumtnt Address, Florida
Supreme Court Approved Family
Law Form 12.915.) Future papers
in this lawsuit will be mailed to
the address on record at M'le
clerk's ofllee.
WARNING: . Rule 12.285, Florida
Family Law Rules of Procedure,
requires
certain
automatic
disclosure of documents and
information. Failure to comply can
result In sanctions, including
dismi~sal or striking of pleadings.

MARYELLEN ELlA

m. ' SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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Childcare

Drivers Needed

ii:

Now Hiring Fff & Pff
Teachers For Infants,
Toddlers And Pre-:K
Morning And Afternoon
Shifts Available.

7 Days Per Week
Morning & Evening Shifts

c
0

..J

&L

Contact Dr. Miller

(813) 965-8497

. Call (813) 910-4163
Experienced Office
Personnel

Chlldcare Teachers
,. · Needed

Highly Motivated FT/PT
Must Know Computers Also
Experienced Teleniarketers
Must Own C~r Start Today!! I

CDA Required
Full Time
Positions Available

NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES. If you are a person
with a disability who needs any
accommodation in order to
participate in this proceeding, you
are entitled at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance .
Please contact · the · Court
Administrator's
A .D.A .
Coordinator, (813) 272-7040, 800
E. Twiggs St., Room 600, Tampa,
FL 33602, wilhin 2 working days of
your receipt of this notice. If yo.u
are hearing or voice impaired
call 1-SOQ-955-8771 .
~ated

April18, 2007.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
. CIRCUIT COURT
By: lsi BRENDA DUDLEY
DEPUTY CLERK

Call (813).248-3073

(813) 630-9827

-

Now Hiring

Graphic ArtlatiDnlgner
.,
Needed

In Home Supports
.Experience Working With
Disabled And Elderly
Variable Schedule
lf!-Servlce·Training
Clean Background

MAC & Windows (A MUST)
CS2/Quark/lllustnitor
Plublisher/Photoshop
Full Or PT Poeltlon
·· USF Area

'

~

(813) 850-1395

(813) ~-3311.

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:

·:. ·Tuesday·Ecntion·:· Friday '@3:00P.M.
Friday·.E_dition :·Tuesday @·3:00P.M. .

·i:: ·
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Insurance

'lou \lVIII Earn
$1,0®.00+
From Week t1 .Selllng
· Life Insurance In The
Exploding Senior Market
Free, Fresh LeadS Provided
·· Weekly
For Confidential
Interview Call

(813) 504-1645
SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

Now Hiring

Start Today!!

Licensed/Experienced
Barbers And Braiders For
An Upscale Salon With A
Professional Atmosphere
Located In Lutz
(Pasco County)

PT Cleaning Personnel
Experienced & Highly
Motivated Must Have
Transportation

(813) 949-7477

Children With _J oy

Childcare
PT Help Needed In
Home Daycare
Need 3 Hours Home
Daycare Class,
CPR, And First Aide,
Background Check
Interested Call

(81) 621-4053

(813) 630-9827

Looking For A Loving &
Caring Person
Part-Time And Full-Time
Caregivers For Toddler And
Infant Room
Call (813) 231-2059

PRESS
OPERATOR·
NEEDED

National Timber
Bridge Company
Seeks Experience
Carpenter, Leadman,
Foreman Trainees Year
Round Travel
Drug Free Workplace
Apply www.ybc.com
Or Fax Resume

(813) 932-6486

A 8 Dick

1 & 2 Color
Experienced
Preferred
Full Time Position

Apply In Person

5205 N. Lois Aven~e
Tampa, FL 3361.4

HEARING OFFICER
The Hillsborough County Board of County Commissioners
on November 14, 1996 approved Ordinance 96-35 which ·
provides for the appointment of . one or more Land Use
Hearing · Officers to conduct hearings & · render decisions
regarding applications for rezoning . and . related matters.
Applicants must have a degree in planning or · related field '
and three years experience or a degree in archijecture,
engineering or law and licensed to P.ractice in Florida for ·
three years. This is a personal serVices contract not :t(,
exceed $75,000 per year. Please fo..Wa·rd resume clearly
documenting above qualifications to:
Paula Harvey,
Division Director, Planning & Growth Management,
P. 0. Box 1110, Tampa, FL 33601 ~ Resumes must be
postmarked no later than May 16, 2007.

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
FLORIDA
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
INTERNAL PERFORMANCE AUDITOR ·
Seeking a qualified professional to provide· support ·to the
Office of the Internal Performance Auditor. The position will· · ·
research issues, initiate and expedite the flow of information,
report findings and prepare summaries for submission· to the
Board of County Commissioners. Minimum qual~tlons •· ·
include · a Bachelor's Degree In Accounting, Finance or
,.
business related field, knowledge of accounting.and auditing
principles, proficiency in FAMIS and Excel software with. five .,,..~ ...
years responsible related eXperience In local government
Financial or budget background required..
·
.,'\ .,.

..

Salary range $43,160 - $64,750; .· exeeptiOnal benefits.
package; position open until filled. Send resume, letter of
Interest and contact Information for five work references tQ:

. ·'

'

Human Resourcn, Executive Recruitment ·
,.,
P.O. Box 1110, Tampa;Ft. 33801
Or e-mail ExtcutlveBecNitrntotOh!!!Jboroughcountv.Orp
Under Florida Statutes, all appllcatl~ns: received are pubfk;
records
and as such must be made. available
upon request
.
....... .
'
.
EOEIDrug Fre~ Workplace · . .• . :
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Blue Cross Blue Shield de Florida
Esta en busca de nuevos agentes para sus Agencias Generales Contratadas
en las areas de Hillsborough y Pinellas. Le ayudamos a empezar una nueva
carrera. Le ·pagaremos un curso de 40 horas, asi como los materiales del
curso y el examen para obtener Ia Licencia del Estado. Tambiem le pagaremos
mientras usted toma Ia clase, y le ofreceremos entrenamiento acerca de nuestros productos. Ademas, le garantizamos colocaci6n en una de nuestras
Agencias Generales Contratadas, en donde tendra excelentes oportunidades
de ventas, que le llevarah por el camino comprobado hacia el exito. Los
aspirantes deberan demostrar que son bilingues (ingles-espariol) y necesitaran
aprobar una prueba de dopaje y una in'{estigaci6n del historial personal.
Envienos su resume via fax al (813) 882-7655.

AVON
To Buy Or Earn, Very Small
Investment. Now With More
Options To Earn More
Money.
(813) 832-4282
Des hongg@verizon .net
AITENTION
Seeking A Honest
Dependable and Caring
Individual For A Home
Daycare. CDA Or 30 Hour
Home Daycare Certificate
Required.

Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase

National Mortgage/Real
Estate Firm Seeks Ambitious

Call Floyd
(813) 727-6728
Temple Terrace
Cond For Sale
2 Bedreoms/1 .5 Baths
Freshly Painted
New A/C Unit
$89,900
Background Check

·n

(813) 597-4383

:::0

Full Training, FT/PT

Pasco County
Rent To Own

1-800-679-7042 Ext. 0251

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
2 Car Garage
$7,900 Down
$1,480 Monthly
Includes Pool, Yard
& Trash Services ·

Attention Drivers

RENTAL SALES AGENT
VEHICLE RETURN AGENT

·Do you enjoy working with customers from around the world? And, do you enjoy the Flo rida w eather? If so,
we have the job for you! Budget is looking for people w ith enthusiastic, customer service attitudes to work in
our garage and assist our customers who are returning vehicles. Excellent cornmuhication skills are a MUST!

CAR CLEANER
Do you relish working outdoors and being active? If so, then Budget has the job for you ! Budget is looking for
enthusiastic people to prepare our cars for our customers by making them spotless, checking tl1em for damage
and en~u ring that they run smooth. The car is our business and we need YOU to succeed. If you have the ambi·
l ion and desire, then come see us today ! A valid driver's license is required.

011. & TIRE CHANGER
Do you like cars? Do you like working with yovr h.mds and are you looking for a challenging career? If so, then
we have the opportu nity for you! We arc looking for eager and hard-working people like you to perform prE'·
·
ventive maintenJncc on our cars like oil Jnd tire changes. On-the-job training is available.

r
0

c

$5k - $8k Per Month

Are you ambitious.? Uo you enjoy SALES? How would you like to be able to WRITE YOUR OWN PAYCHECK?
At Budget Tampa Airport, we have sale~ positions which earn I.Uf.R.'\'11'\tl' COMMISc;ION. If you are sales
and customer service oriented ... then Budget wants YOU !
·

. I

Totally Renovated3/1
New Tile/Carpet
No Money Down
$1,000 Per Month

. :·:·

• MEDICAL • DENTAL • VISION • 401K
• PAID VACATIONS • CAR RENTAL DISCOUNTS & MORE

; I
I .

Clair Mel Home For Sale
1330 Windsor Way 33619

Career Minded People.

Are you looking for a change? Are you looking for excitement{ Well, you've found it with BUDGET at Tampa Airport.
We have FUll-TIME positions offering EXCELLENT PAY and BENEFITS with PAID TRAINING like:

. l

Irvin (813) 965-5413

Contact Mrs. Tee
(813) 476-9522
START IMMEDIATELY

Budggt

HOME OWNERSHIP
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SE Local/Regional Runs
Home Weekends
Some Weekdays!
Drive New Equipment!!!
Florida's Premier Flatbed
Carrier. COL-A Required
1 Year Experience
877-838-2378 Ext 270
www.gotdt.com

www.buyowner.com
Code 62517

m
c;;

CNA

New Construction
Just Completed

m

Starting Pay
7 - 3 $9.75-$10.75
3 - 11 $10.75 - $11 .75
Full Time
Great Benefits, 401 k
Raise In April
Pleasant, Courteous
Work Environment
LTC Experience Required

Call (352) 684-6381
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4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
2 Car Garage
2,166 Sq Ft.
Vessel Bowl Sinks
Hardwood Floors
Granite Counter Tops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Builder Pay Closing Cost
$199,000
(813) 477-6447
Or (813) 477-6449

Apply In Person
Delta Health Care
1818 E. Fletcher

RENT
TO
OWN
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LOWDOWN
PAYMENTS
Own Your Own
Home Today!!!

Positions require the ability to work v.uious shifts including days., nights, WE'ckends and holid,,ys. Drug ~crce n·
ing and a background check .ue a p.ut of our hiring process.

EOE M/f/DN

41 2 - $243/Monthly

4/1 Block Home
Newly Renovated
Quiet Dead End Street

5/2- $476/Monthly

Many To Choose From

5% Down, ,20yrs 8%

Call Jerem~

HUD HOMES!

I

5908 Palm River
4 Bedroom/1 1/2 Bath
Completely Renovated
New Electrical, Plumbing,
CHA, Also New Roof
$155,000
Call (813) 621-7493

6 Bedrooms
Bank Foreclosure!
$28,000!
Only $222/Monthly!
5% Down 20 Years
At8%APR
For Listings
- 800-366-9783 Ext H489

Tampa - Brandon Area
3 And 4 Bedroom Homes
Starting At $125,000
0 Down - Closing Cost Paid
For More Info Call
(813) 477-6447
Or (813) 477-6449

GET NOTICED
Place Your Ad In The Business Directory
\
Contact LaVora For More Information@ (813) 248-1921

'

.

For Listings
800-366-9783 X S748

0

~13)

298-93

s

ce Located In
Ybor ~ity

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS And 50¢ FOR EACH ADDITONAL
WORD OVER 20, THIS. PRICE IS EACH TIME
YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD
FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED NEEDS •••
CALL LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921 .
FAX YOUR AD 2417 TO: (813) 248-9218
Or Emallledwarda@ftaentlnel.com
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Palm River
3/2/1 - Newly Renovated
Block, CHA
Great Neighborhood
No Money Down
$1 ,500/Monthly
Call (813) 716-8252
HUD HOMES!
4/2- $243/Monthly
5/2 - $476/Monthly
5% Down, 20yrs 8%

Tampa's Next Great Affordable Neighborhood.

3 Bedroom Town homes
·From The $1SO's •
-----r........,...-- Townhomes at Wexford - Models Open Daily
7903 Down Royal Rd.
Tampa, FL 33610
ph. 813-333-1536
www.wexfordtownhomes.com

For Listings
800-366-9783 X S748

,_....._

Stop Throwing
Money Away

~

Homes For Rent With
Option To Buy
$1,1 00.00/Month ly
$1 ,000.00/Deposit
3/1 + Bonus Room
Fresh Paint, Tile, New
Carpet, Large Backyard
Quiet Neighborhood

c

(813) 735-5456
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3606 E. Comanche

Find Out How Much Home
You Qualify For
Call Laura Williams
Millinium Funding Group
For Fast Friendly
Professional Service
(813) 731-7285

2 /1 Completely Remodeled
New Laminate, Carpet, And
Tile. Newer Appliances,
Cabinets, Roof And More.
Only $129,900
Realtor/Owner Will Assist
With Closing Costs

Search All The
Current Listings
• Free At:
www.realtormikewilliams.com

Mike Williams Signature
Realty Associates
(813) 731-7283
realtonnikewilliams.com

(813) 731-7283

Mike Williams
Signature Realty
Associates
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Temple Terrace
312 With Garage
Block - Real Nice
New Tampa
3/2 ·With Garage
Huge Comer Lot
Many Extras
Columbus Area
4/2 Plus 1/1
Huge In Ground Pool
East Tampa
Fixer Upper
4/1 Block ~th Garage
(813) 630-9827
Custom Homes Built By
Pro-Fit. Dev4tlopment, Inc.
2408 E. 19th Ave.
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Lanai, 2 Car Garage
1,7(Mil.Sq Ft - $175k
2410 E. 19th Ave.
· 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Front Courtyard
1 CarGarage
1,650 Sq Ft - $170k
3502 E. 9th Ave.
4 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Lanai,
Large 1 Car Side Entry Garage,
On Large Comer Lot
1,934 Sq Ft- $175k
10 Year Structural Warranty
And Upgrades, 42" Maple
Cabinets, Stainless Steel
Appliances.
Seller Assists With $5,000
Towards Closing Cost

"'t
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w
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~

Exit Exltreme Realty
813-716-0160
SUPPO~T FLORIDA THE
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

House For Rent

Belmont Heights Area

4 Bedrooms/1 ~ Bath
Section 8 Accepted

3 Bedrooin/1 Bth Home
CHA, Large Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section 8 Accepted
$1 , 100/Monthly

Call (813) 621-7493
East Tampa
Fixer Upper
4/1 Block With Garage Huge
Comer Lot

For Rent Progress Village
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath Central
Heat & Air
WNJCarpet
Will Take Section 8

2010 N. MacDill Ave
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Excellent Condition
Section 8 Only

1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom
Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
Low Security Deposits
CALL 813-600-5090
WI/INV.REALPROPERTY'NORX .COM

(813) 229-2376
1603 29th Avenue East

Progress Village
7910 Dahlia Avenue

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath Home
With Carport
$900.00/Per Month
$500.00/Deposit

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Lease With Option To
Purchase, Tile Floors
W/D Hook-Up
$875.00/Monthly

Contact Latron
941-518-8421 .

Call (813) 359-7528

USF
2 Bedroom Townhome
Vaulted Ceiling, Carpet, Tile
AJC, WID Hook-up, Patio
Water Included
Section 8 OK
$725.00

Call (813) 215-1951
Newly Renovated

(813) 630-9827

(813) 240-8108

D..

z

__@_
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Town & Country Area
4 Bedroom Pool Home
CHA, Carpet, Tile,
Washer/Dryer Hook-up,
Large Den
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 220-3633

·Call (813) 500-1351
Or (813) 933-6771

3706 N. 55th Street

Progress Village

House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced, WDH
Carport + Utility Room
$1 ,100.00 Monthly
$1 ,100.00 Deposit ·
Section 8 Accepted

Call (813) 621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288

(813) 451-9624

FOR CONVENIENCE WE ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA PHONE

4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
$1 ,300.00/Montbly
$250.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome
Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More lnfonnation

1907 E. Ida Street
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
W/D Hook-up
Section 6 OK
$975.00/Month ·
Call (813) 270-3315
3 & 4 Bedroom Homes
Section 8 Okay
CHA, WOH,
New Carpet, Tile, Paint
3603 N. 13th Street
7702 Taliaferro Avenue
3601 N. Devon Street
2221 E. 19th Street
Call Andrea
l813) 900-4344
Homes For Immediate
Occupancy

Sulphur Springs Area
2 Bedroom/1 112 Bath
Townhouse For Lease
GatedCommunity
A Low $720.00
Section 8 Welcome
Security Deposit $350.00
$25.00 Application Fee

3/1 - 3507 N. 1Oth Street
4/1 - 8216 N. Brooks St.
$1 ,000.00/Deposit
Rent Starting AT $1,200.00
Section 8 Welcome
For More lnfonnation
Contact Us
(813) 217-8906

Call (813) 740-0384

.

South of Hillsborough Ave.
Section 8 Accepted
2009 E. Ida Street
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Computer Room
Laundry Room
$500. 00/Deposit
$1 ,000.00/Monthly
Angela (813) 231-3101
(813) 401-1829
(813) 237-0693

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Newly Renovated Home
$1,200.00/Month
$700.00/Security Deposit
First/Last /Security Required
Section 8:
First/Security Required
Call Chuck
(813) 270-3315

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M. ·

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00- 1-20 WORDS And 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME You ·
PUBLISH YOUR AD

I•

n•'·'Miti 4·' •' t1 a:; 11
South of Hillsborough Ave.

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Newly Renovated Home
$1 ,200.00/Month
$700.00/Security Deposit
First/Last /Security Required
Section 8:
First/Security Required
Call Chuck
(813) 270-3315
Section 8 Accepted
2009 E. Ida Street
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Computer Room
Laundry Room
$500.00/Deposit
$1 ,000.00/Monthly
Angela (813) 231-3101
(813) 401-1829
(813) 237-0693

Affordable Senior Housing
Efficiency Apartment
Available Immediately
Age 62+ EHO
Utilities Included
Subsides Available
(813) 870-1830 Ext. 22
Apartment
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 473-3746
Seminole Heights
Seniors 62+
Now Accepting
Applications For:
1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
· Controlled Access, Library
And Community Room
With Activities
· Beautiful Landscaped
Community
· Special Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight
Impaired
.,
Well Served
Public Transportation'·
Income Restricted
Leasing Office @
202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks at Riverview
(813) 231-7700

By'

Oaksatrivervlew@verizon.net

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
University Area
Low Security Deposits

Floribraska Avenue

Section 8 Perferred

\JINNI/.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
WDH, $700.00/Month,
WSG Included

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, Large Yard
W/D Hook-Up
(813) 230-8968

Snow Sun Villas
12301 N. 11th Street

Busch Area Efficiency
$485.00/Monthly
Includes WSG

Call 813-600-5090

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
700 Sq. Ft.
$625. 00/Monthly

(813) 210-0287

Call For Appointment
813-971 -0341
Ready May 1st
6217 47th Street
2 Bedrooms, A/C
W/D Hook-UP, Tile Floors
$775.00/Rent
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 626-0331

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Burglar Bars
$595.00 Per/Month
1st Month Free
Call (813) 238-6353

Apartment

East Tampa

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome

Spacious 2/1 , CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced , W/D Hook-up
Water Included
$950.00/Monthly
+ $950.00/Deposit
Call (813) 451-9624

813 473-3746
BUSCH GARDENS AREA
Section 8 Welcome! I
Newly Renovated 1
Bedroom, 1 Bath, Central
AC, Tile Floors, New
Appliances, Ceiling Fans
$625.00/Month, Very Low
Deposit! Water &
Trash Included!!!!
813-244-7435
3813 34th Street #B
3815 34th Street #A
Completely Remodeled
Cozy Duplex
Very Quiet Property
Small 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Tile/Carpet, Utility Room
WID Hook-up, CHA Section
8 Welcome - No Pets
Leave Message
(813) 340-9705
2106 W. Beach St. #A
2/1 Newly Renovated
Apartment, 1st Month Free
$400.00 Moves You In
With Excellent Rental
History. New Kitchen/Bath
Hard Tile In Both, Hardwood
Floors, Alarm System,
Central AIC
Washer Hook-up
$700.00 Per Month
(813) 238-6353

GET NOTICE PLACE YOUR AD IN
THEBUSINESS DIRECTORY
EVERY TUESDAY
CALL LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921
Fax 24/7 TO (813) 248-9218
Or Email ledwards@flsentinel.com
FOR M9RE INFORMATION

Tampa Heights Duplex
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Large Kitchen
Close To Downtown
$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

2102 Palmetto Street
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Utility Room With
Washer & Dryer Hook-up
Water Included
$725.00/Monthly

Phone(813)979-0868
Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month
· $725.00 Deposit
Call 813-505-7266
USF Area Duplex

Efficiencies

Large Living Room, Cable,
Lights, And Water Included
$225.00 Weekly
$200.00 Deposit

Room For Rent
$130.00- $175.00/Weekly
Private Bathroom
House Privileges
No Drugs
Non-Smoker
Call (813) 545-939

(813) 971-5107

(813) 505-5400
Or (813) 902-1351
Furnished Rooms
Queen Size Bed
$175.00/Weekly
Full Size Bed
$150.00/Weekly
$150. 00/Deposit

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile & Paint
New Appliances
$600. 00/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
Section 8 Ok

Call (813) 802-4930
Bed, Meal
And Showe:r
$15.00 Per Day
Clean & Safe Environment

Furnished Rooms
For Rent

(813) 263-6460

Call (813) 500-6885

Section 8 Only
Off Busch Blvd.

Rooms For Rent

Call Dee Dee
(813) 238-6607
Thonotosassa Area
(Near Williams and 301)
Spacious - Duplex
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Quiet Community
WID Hook-Up, Water Sewer
& Trash Included Section 8
OK
$610.00/Rent
$250.00/Deposit
(813) 968-1168

Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125.00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit

Clean, Quiet, CHA
No Illegal Activities
Near Ybor & Downtown
No Credit Check
Must Have Job
$125.00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit

Room For Rent

1 Furnished/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer Kitchen,
Living Room Access
Near Busline
$500 Down/$500 Month
Per Room

Nice Unfurnished Rooms
CHA, House Privileges
Males Preferred
$200.00 Deposit
$450.00 Per Month ·
Phone(813)661-4292
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(404) 839-4629
East.Tampa
2 Rooms For.Rent

Call (813) 285-8147

.....

"'T1

Call (813) 624-8540

$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

N
0
0

c
Furnished Clean
Quiet Rooms

Call (813) 900-6926
Or (813) 817-2677

Clean Large 2 Bedroom
Laundry Hookup
New Carpet/CHA
Large Backyard
$750.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

N

w~

r

$120.00/Weekly
CHA,Cable, Utilities
On Bus Line
Efficiencies Available Also.

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

~

r

Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Very Nice, Quiet, WDH,
Newly Remodeled, Quiet
Nice Neighbors
Utilities Included
Credit/Background Check
$750.00/Monthly
$700.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

Room For Rent

)>

'1J

Call (813) 516-7719

Call Mike
(813) 770-2266

11-~·~·~~~J I·~ il iJ a~; 11

c

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

Duplex- Busch Area

Call (813) 261-7538
Or (813) 503-0493

rn

Clair Mel Area
Room For Rent

Call (813) 223-5214

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up
Refurbished Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
Great Deal

c

i: 1}<
i1

$110.00/Rent
$1 tO.OO/Deposit
No Dr.ugs Or
Illegal Activities Allowed

East Tampa
Spacious 2/1, CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced, W/D Hook-Up.
Water Included
$950.00/Monthly
+ $950.00/Deposit

·l·I•lt1t1 ¥·1;I ;j

Phone (813) 915-9406

Call (813) 224-9040
3021- B North 48th Street
Duplex Apartment
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813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA
SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS
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Room For Rent

I :

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

i:
I l

Call (813) 802-4930

()
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. 2928 N. 18th Street
Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120. DO/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit

Homemaker And
Companion Services
Assisting Elderly And
Disabled Persons Maintain
Independence In Their
Home. Well Visits Provided.
(813) 622-8196
Also If Seeking
Employment
Please Contact
Registration # 228829

Call (813) 231-2023

$500! Police Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys, Acuras,
Toyotas, Etc. from $500!
For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext. 3695
95' Toyota Corolla
$549.00
Police Impounds And Repos
Available Now!
Cars, Trucks And SUV's
For Listings Call
1-800-749-8167 Ext. 9398

If I Can Show You
How To Earn An Extra
$1,000 - $4,000 (Or More)
Per Month, PIT Work From
Home With Health Benefits
and Residual Income.
Would You Be Interested?

MAKE YOUR NEXT
VACATION OR
FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE

Call (973) 464-8084
Website

CALL GLORIA
FOR GREAT
RATES!!!!!

WWW.IBOPLUS.COM/12666136

813-973-1080
www.thesunandfuncruises.com

Ybor Heights
Large Furnished Room
For Rent
$175.00 Per Week
DeposiVSecurity
+ 1 Week Rent

~
c
52
LL.
c
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Call (813) 247-4724

<
~
c

Nice Quiet Room
Nice Area
Utilities Included
Kitchen Privileges
Males 50 Years
& Older Preferred
$145.00 Per Week/Up
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(813) 927-2878

Just Like Home
Leave
Message
:I:
Immediate Response
rn
.
::::i_
First Week Rent
m
+Security
~
$100.00$150.00/Weekly
D.
Furnished And Unfurnished

w

RUDY'S
REPAIR SERVICE
Complete Air Conditioning &
Heating Service On All
Makes and Models
Call (813) 620-1866
LIC #CAC 1814465
Credit Cards Accepted

Tarpley's AJC
(813) 238-7884
Cell (813) 541-5010
Sales & Service
New & Used A/C
Prices Starting At $250.00
Ll~

CAC 1815130

95' Nissan Altima
$775.001
Good Engine!
Buy Pollee
lmpounds/Repos!
For Listings
Call 800-366-9813
Ext. K062
97' Honda Civic
$700.001
Police Impounds
Available Now!
Many Makes And Models
For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext. K027

Orange Hill Cementary
4900 Chelsea Avenue
East
(813) 672-0505

ENTAL

FREE DENTAL

Vault Only Cementary
Payment Plan

Adults &
Children
Cleanings,
Fillings
Extractions .

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
YOUDESERVEACARTODAY.COM

You Are Pre-Approved
0 Down Sign & Drive $5,000
Minimum
Trade-In On Your Trade
Call Dan
(727) 366-2336

1-3 Rooms
ONLY- $24.95
No Hidden - CHARGES!

813-980-9070

Call (813) 626-7303
(813) 325-4330 Cell
DNA Paternity Testing

z

i=

(813) 319-5646

w
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Rooms For Rent

Top Notch
Computer Service

w

$150.00
Non-Refundable Deposit

Repairs, Upgrades,
Virus Control And More
"Service You Can Trust"
Call Tony (813) 695-7813

w

$150.00/Per Week
Regular ~...oom

<
c

·$200.00/Per Week
King Size Room
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Call Gi'eg
(813) 850-1429

..J
LL.

1216 E. 12th Avenue
Ybor
Full Size Bed
$110lweekly -$440/Monthly
Twin Bed
.$95 Weekly/$380/Monthly
$100 Deposit &
$15.00 Application Fee
All Utilities Included

Legal or personal testing
available . Results in j ust
3 DAYS. No Collection Fees
in Tampa . NO B L OO D !
Payment options available
http :/ / d n atesti ng solutions . com

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In ACouple 01 Hours!
POWER-ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

cost

Prollt

$5.00

$2.50

* All Your Electrical Needs
* Free Estimates

* Lighting ·

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$7.50

$20.00

$10.00

* Wiring
.. * Circuit Breakers

(813) 293-7918

* Convenient SeFVIce

Call Marcus Smalls
. (813) 625-6699
Llct-470392

!

Roommate Wanted
Brandon/Riverview Area

. ~ Beautiful New 4 Bedroom
' 2 % Bath Laf<e Home
Digital cable- TV
High Speed ,Internet, WID .
Employed ProfeHional
. Discrete Male/Student
Preferred
Non Drug User
Non Smoker
Social Drinker OK
$650.00 Monthly
+ DeposiVUtilities
813-425-5580 .

$25.00

$12.50..

$50.00

$25.00

$100.00

$50.00

$200.00

$10~.00

220121SIIVI. • Tampa, F~ 33605
[8131 248-1921

PlmeConLJct Shmnl T.NeJI For Enrollment PJcktt(!).

..

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEM.ENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR ~CH
ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20THIS PRICE IS
EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD
.

\

Fax ~our Ads 2'V7 (813) 248-9218
Or Email: ledwards@flsentlnel.com
· FOR CONVENI~NCE WE ACCEPT VISA.
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA PHONE
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JUNK CAR
Avoid Foreclosure

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not

We Can Help
Call Today .
(813) 728-4182

We Pick Up Any
·Junk Metal For FREE!
Phone (813) 695-2438

$243.00 Monthly!
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Foreclosures!
5% Down
20 Yrs @ 8% APR
For Listings Call
800-366-9783 Ext. 5492
DON'T LET THOSE . -;' oTHER GUYS STEAL ..
YOUR HOUSE!
We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days
See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

"We Do Best For less"
MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
Hauling And
Clean-Up
Phone (813) 245-9761

(813) 227-9240
Never Rent Again!
Buy 3 Bedrooms
$10,500!

2807 N. Albany
No Bathroom
Approximately 490 Sq. Ft.
$295.00/Monthly

6 Bedrooms
$28,000!
- HUD Homes
AvailableNow!

Red And White liniments,
Vitamins, Aloe Juice,
Salves, Various Gourmet
Spices, And Much More!

Sponmsorship Needed
Sponsors Needed For A
Sheehy Student
Antwoneisha Holmes Is In
Need Of Sponsors For the
Student Ambassador
Program
You May Contact Mrs.
Jache Cicero At
(813) 231-7766
Or (813) 506-1987

2809 N. Albany
With Bathroom
Approximately 570 Sq. Ft.
$475.00/Monthly
_Will lease Together
Or Separately

$65
Micros Short Hair
$85
Micros Long Hair
$95
Body Plaits
$10~$45
Corn Rows
$45S%
Weaves
Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

STOP FORECLOSURES!

Call Us Today!
. Homeowner Consultant
-·
813-245-2580
.
813-630-9008 •

Immediate Occupancy
Call (813) 254-0542
If No Answer Leave Message

Need Money?
law Suit Pending
. Car Accidents
Wokers Compensation
Slip & Fall
Get Money In 2-3 Days
No Credit Check
Call (813) 298-4370
Or (813) 917-~521
Licensed

Investors
Own Property?
Need To liquidate?
Irvin (813) 965-543
Or (813) 850-5911
F~_re81_aboul_reatest.teCDYahoo.com

Sage Properties
Group, LLc •
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
. Ready To Sell Promptly
Call Floyd 813-727-6728

AND TRUCKS _ .

~

CALL J.R. ' ~~
(813) 981-3501 : .'

If Your Well
Rune Dry

. We Will Buy Your
Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans . •
Call Penny · . .
(813) 821-0183

Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
· Reasonable Prices At
(81~) 988-0125

Aek For Dave
Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks. :
We Pay Cash!
We Will Come To
., You , ,

..

• Phone (813) 385-7713

SUPPORT
FLORIDA THE
SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals That
Will Turn Your Life Around,
Towards God. Candles, Oil,
Sprays Incense, etc. Sold Here
Sister Harvey
Call (813) 249-1199
Or (813) 500-0807
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· Simply Tax
3502 N. Nebraska Ave.
(813) 333-6773
Bookkeeping, Accounting And
Payroll For Small And
Mid-Sized Businesses
Taxation ~ 1040; 1065; 1120;
990; 709
Employment Tax
944; 941 ; 940

Readings By Mrs. Green
Problems, Worried, Or
Unhappy? 1Can And Will
Solve All Problems Of life
Immediately! Reunite You
Back With The One You
Love

Sister Davis
Spiritualist Healer
Solves All Problems
Reunites Lovers
Remove Evil
Bad luck Spells
Restores Nature, luck,
Health, Happiness
Gives Lucky Numbers ,
Call For A Free Reading
1-888-353-2149

WARNINGIIIII
Since running my "3 Days Cash
For Your, Home" ad there have
been reports of other copy-eat
real estate investors trying to
manipulate people with empty
offers of quick cash and fast
closings.
There are few
legitimate Tampa companies
that can honor such offers.
Rehabbers Superstore Is the
real deal. Before you lose
any value in your home ask
the investor to provide
the following:
'
1) References: Ask to talk with
people who have recently sold
them their home.
2) Proof of Funds: Ask them to
prove they have the cash to
close quickly. Many Investors

~ro~i~g.'~g~ ~~;~u-t/s~:~

WE BUY JUNK CARS
'

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
www.rehapberssuperstore.com
.
(813) 227-9240

Call For Free Reading
Toll Free
1-888-854-3031

(813) 850-2392

Ycu Keep Your Home
• Estate Sales
& Lease Options

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant · Lands,
Lots
Or Acreage.

SPIRITUAL READINGS

Free Consultation

The Good, The Bad
& The Ugly

We Buy Houses

Phone (813) 727-6728

Call Today To Buy Or Sell
(813) 248-0669

Professional Alterations
Specializing In
Bridals & Proms
If Your Clothes Are Not
Becoming To You
You Should Be Comig
To Rosie
Pick Up And Delivery

For Listings Call
800-366-9783 ext 5490

· Don't Be Fooled
By Others
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

I•! tf1i·'A4·1A;;; t•l
Commercial Space
For Lease
(Off Columbus Drive)

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

-

WATKINS PRODUCTS
For Over 138 Years

c

on the line then they run
around town trying to find .
someone .
to
buy
their contrad.
• , • . •·
3) Occupational Llcenae: Are
they legitimate? Ask for
a
~y of their occupational
license.
, · .
At the Rehabber'a Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
. we can close all deals In 3
days. More Importantly, we can
provide you with our
credentials. See our full page ad
in the Florida Sentinel to learn
more ,
or
visit our website at:
www.rehabberaauperatore.com
(813) 227-9240
. Kenny Ruehlng
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EMERGENCY
Jacks $25.00 & Up
Phones - Fax - Cable
Wiring Repair
(813) 850-5947
24-Hour Service
Lie t SP13104

l+htf1''d3M·wil
Trash Cleanup, Tree Trimming
And Removal, Or Any ·other
Hauling. Cheapest Rates. ·
No Job Too Big Or Small
lncluding'Fumiture Removal
Call (813) 285-4674

Spiritual Worker
1-800-648-2993
Luck, love,Money
Remove Evil Spells
Bad Luc:k,V\Iitch Craft
Cross Conditions
Unnatural Sickness
Money Blessings Donation
$25.00. Master All Cases
Help In 24 Hours
Rev.Henry Jackson
P.O. Box 17049
Charlotte, NC 28227
Jamaican West Indian·
Father Samuel
2121
Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804
407-841·2787
Known Around The World As
The Bestllf 1 can't Help You, It
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· We

Buy And Sell Houses
In This Area

Top Dollar I Can Help U Avoid
Foreclosure Or Refinance
Brenda(813)238-8833
Sage Properties
Group, LLC
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Neect' to Sell Your House?
Cash Deals in 3 Days!
www.sellpromptly.com
Call Floyd 813-727-6728
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL •
YOUR HOUSEl

Can't Be Done. Specializing In .
Cash In 3 ·Days ·
. Court Cases, Jinx Removal
' For Your House .
.
.
· From The B~dy ,., ~estores
Health, HapJ)mess,. Peace,
See Our Full Page Ad In
Love And Finances. .. ·•.."· :The Florida Sentinel. ·
Remember ·with God· · All
YNtW.rehabberuuperatOre.com
Things Ara Poaslble•. · ••·
If . You Truly · Want To B~ · ..__(8
•9_2_40
_ -:-'-'
_1_3_)_2_2_7....
Delivered, Meet Me ~t The:
• Ramadalnn
11714 Morrla Bridge Road
Tampa,FL
813·985-8525
I'll Be In Tampa On The
13th & 14th of April 2007
SeeYou Therel

Fax Your Ads 24 HRS.
'
'
'
TO .(81~) 248-9218 •.

If Your Well
~

Runs Dry

Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump service
Reaeonable Prices At·
(813) 988..0125
. , Ask For Dave· : .

., ,.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY
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ATTORNEY
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WA.RREN
DAWSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW

WHIDDEN BROWN

BRYANT A . SCRIVEN, ESQ.

_

• Personal Injury
• Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

• ALL FELONIES
• DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
• ALL MISDEMEANORS • ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
• DUI
• DIVORCE
• VOP's
• DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
• DRUO CRIMES
• MODIACAnONS

Bond Motlom
ProbauonVIolatlom

DUUBUI

ATTORNEY
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Cot \SELORS
L.m
JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES
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Credit Available- 24 Hr Service

'""""' ... ""' •

FREE CONSULTATION!
(Exloept For PuN Title VII C.-)
220 E. Madison Street • Suite 1207, Tampa, R. 33802
Vllllt ua OIHine •tJWWW.FORDlAW.ORC. (Former U:S. Antry JACC Attornooy)
n. wrt.. el• .. ..,"' ., •• ._..,...n, ......,.. U..t ...... w..., •• kM4 ,.•..,. u,.. a4,...,..._•b. . . .rw ,.,..

(813) 223.1200
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BONDSMAN

BONDSMAN

IL BONDS

Courteous
& Confidential

Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092

24 Hour

Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678·0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1·877-437-2663

3414 E. 7th Ave., Tampa

BONDSMAN

GEORGE E. SHAW Against All Odds

Charles Russell
BAIL BONDS
Dependable Service

Federal .__ State • County
Traffic • DUI • Drugs

ATTY

hiring of a Jawy.-ls an Important dedllon ancllllcUd nat be-~-.-...,-.
you decide, aile ... to land you he Wl11an lnlonnalkln about our IJ'8lltlcalkln and oxp-.c..
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State & Fed. W. C. Claims

PERSONAL INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I MEl;) lA TION
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'*

* Certffied by Michigan State
* All Job-Related InJuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Envlrorvnent
* W.C.f Race Discrimination

813.229.9300
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ATTORNEY

1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@lihlaw.net
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BONDSMAN

CHARLES GREENE P.A.
. \tt ll n wy. \t 1--""
• Bond Motions
• Felony • Misdemeanors
• Traffic • Warrants • VOP
• Personal Injury
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402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

ATTORNEY
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Appeals

3.850
3.800

Free lnfomution Cooceming_<flolific:ltions & Experience Availalie Upoo Request. The Hiring Of An
AUomey Is An Important Deas1oo That Shoold Not Be Based Solely Upon Advertisements. Befa-e Yoo
Decide Ask Us To Send Yoo Free Written Information.
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State and Federal

~;:~~ml Crime (813} 272• 2200

CAI&I (8U) 454418.
.
AVAILUY 24/7 I COIIMAJAftOIII AVAILUY
Serving Hillsborough. Pasco and Hernando County
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Criminal Defense

DrugOifenses

3111 W. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100. TAMPA. FL 33607
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AT-TORNEYS AT L AW
MIAMI - T AMPA

CRIMINAL DEFENSE • FAMILY • PERSONAL INJURY

SARAH F.

(813) 248·9229
-

BONDSMAN
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Free Your Body!
:,:·.
{~Your Mind Wiii _Follow ·.

Lockley's Bail Bonds
· Annie M. Lockley· Agent I Owner
7402 N. 56th Street
Suite 810 • Tam
FL
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Office (813) 980-1600
Cell
624-5625

·

SECRETARIAL SERVICES

FREDDIE WILSON
M~n~glng

General Alent

5006 E. Broadway
Cell (813) 300.9107
John 3:16
For God so m.d lhe ~ that He . his Onlr belohn Son, tllel.._
belllftlh In him should not perish, but hlft
.-IISIInll u..
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Beautiful White Hats
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"The Voice of Our Community
· Speaking for Itself''

·en Sale

F'or Mother's 'Day
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4412 Lurline Circle • Tampa, FL

325·7368 .

(813) 248-19.21
CHILD CARE CENTER

HAIR SALON

Orient Road Child Care ~?JY:;t
Development Center ,~~f>~-: ... . :;
5708 Orient Road •

IRS CONSULTANT

FORMER
IRS AGENT!!!

630·1772 r:'.·<"t.f.t1i:.<~:{]t2J

AU IRS Matters

6:30 A.M. -6:30 P.M. • Mon. -Fri.

Over 20 Years Experience

Lie. #593575731
1 • Pre·k
After Schoolers
Breakfast, Lunch·& Snacks
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·R. E. llclntosb, LLO
Enrolled Agent

HANDY MAN

MORTGAGE
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Your Power OfAttorney
And
Will Negotiate For You
• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT
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•DEBT CONSOLIDATION • REANANCING
• NO APPLICATION FEE

~ FHANAICONVENTIONAL LOANS
UMPit

400 E. Dr. MLK Blvd • Ste. 103 • Tampa, Fl33603 • EofllaR: yol8ndalntpe0101.com
(813) 223-6151 (ofc) • (813) 546-3926 (cell)
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Fax: 813-984-8324 E-Mail:
macmcintosh@ worldnet.att.net
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PEST CONTROL

PEST CONTROL
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.• "SERVING TAMPA BAY FOR OVER 2S YEARS"
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Robert L. Forde
Sales Manager
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Subterranean Termite Treatment Crawl

$499.00

(Feh. Only)
-'UU5 E. hrn Strrt•l • Tampa. Fl. .Bfl Jtl
I XIJ l 6JU-911UM • IX1.~ 1 2.~H-621J.J • Fa\ I X1J l 627-UXIJ7

Access Foot Care Office & Home Service
00 Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails
<"~~'~ Ingrown

Nails
w Wound Care
1m Heel Pain
00 Bunions I Hammered Toes
OO Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
~ Most Insurances Accepted
uu Commitment To Excellence

Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?

Contact U s For Easy , Affordable A c c ess To A Podiatrist:
www .A ccess F ootC arc .com

1-866-435FOOT (866-435-3668 )
Town -N -Country • 6101 W e bb Roa<J • S uite 309
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NATIONAL
11-YearOid Stops
Sicks Mom's
Van

Texas Jury Awards
$9M To Beating Victim
LINDEN, Texas --- A jury
awarded $9 million to a black
man who suffered permanent
brain damage after being
beaten and dumped in a field
by four men in 2003.
Billy Ray Johnson, 46,
lives in a nursing home
because of the injuries he
suffered in the beating. In the
criminal
case, the
men
accused of assaulting him
were fined and sentenced to
probation and jail time, but
none served more than 60.
days behind bars.
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In a four-day civil trial in
District Court that ended
Friday, jurors found James
Cory Hicks and Christopher
Colt Amox responsible for
Johnson's
tnJUrtes.
Defendants Dallas Chadwick
Stone and John Wesley
Owens previously reached
confidential
settlements,
attorneys said.
A jury of II whites and one
black deliberated Jess than
four hours before returning a
unanimous
verdict,
said
attorneys for the Southern
Poverty Law Center, which
brought the lawsuit on behalf
of Johnson.
"The jury told all of Texas
and,
indeed, the
entire
country, that Billy Ray is a
human being who deserves to
be treated with dignity - that
the life of each of us, rich or
poor, black or white, abled or
disabled, is truly precious,"
said Morris Dees, founder
and chief trial attorney for the
Montgomery, Alabama-based
Jaw center.
Authorities in this poor,
pine-locked east Texas hamlet
had said that Johnson, well-

known around town as a
• friendly but "slow" character,
was lured to an all-white
pasture party where underage
drinkers fed him alcohol and
picked on him.
Authorities said Johnson,
who lived with his mother and
brother and had no criminal
background or history of
violence, was taunted for the
defendants' amusement. He
was found unconscious on a
fire ant mound and had
suffered a serious concussion
and bleeding in the brain.
Jurors in the criminal cases
against Amox and Hicks
acquitted them of serious
· felony
charges,
instead
convicting them of a Jesser
charge and recommending
probation. Stone and Owens
pleaded guilty to an "injury to
a disabled individual by
omission" charge.
District Attorney Randal
Lee said before the sentences
were imposed that the juries'
decisions were in line with
other juries who sympathize
with first-time offenders. He
pointed out that the so-called
beating involved one punch.

PERU. Indiana --- An 11year-old girl stopped a van
that went out of control when
her diabetic mother became
ill, police said.
Indiana State Police Senior
Trooper Joe Swisher said
Abigail Parker's actions were
"nothing short of heroic."
Besides stopping the van,
Abigail kept her mother and
8-year-old brother calm and
informed paramedics about
her
mother's
condition,
Swisher said.
State · police dispatched an
ambulance and troopers to
U.S. 31 south\ of Peru on
Saturday after the girl called
911
and another person
reported a reckless driver.
Officers found the van
stopped, partially blocking the
southbound lane of the
highway. Deborah Parker,
36, of Muncie, who had been
driving, was unaware of her
surroundings. She was treated
for low blood sugar.
Abigail told police her
mother had started driving
erratically at about 80 mph.
The girl said she climbed from
the rear seat of the van onto
the woman's lap and managed
to stop the vehicle before
calling 911.

Man Shot
In Head While
Standing In
Front Yard

HALL'S
TAX SOLUTIONS
2700 N. Mac Dill Ave. #112
504 E. Baker St. #2
Tampa, FL 33607

Plant City, Fl 33566

(813) 876-0125

(813) 752-1239

HOME FOR QUALITY
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
W E APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
AND LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
THIS COMING TAX SEASON

We Offer:

Express RALS (3 Minutes)
RAL (Refund Anticipation loans)
RAC (Refund Anticipation Checks)
Electronic Filing
Direct Deposit
FREE Pick-u & Deliver
We Specialize·In: ·
Personal And Small Business Returns
Discount For Return Clients
Tax Returns Start As Low As $30.00
Tax Advisors:
Fax In Info
Arsund Randolph, Elouise Burnett,
Faster
Service
Elizabeth Randolph-Padgett
Antionette Randolph & Arthur Hall (813) 876-0748

.ORANGE COUNTY -- A
man was just standing in his
front yard in Orange County
when three men tried to rob
him overnight The victim was
shot in the head, but survived. ·
The victim, 25-year-old
Adrian
Hernandez, was
taken to Orlando Regional
Medical Center, • but was
released before noon Monday
and was doing well.
It was a close call, but after
taking a gunshot to the head,
deputies said, on the ride the
hospital, Hernandez was still
conscious and still able to tell
them his name.
"He's very lucky. Most
people who suffer that kind of
injury either don't make it or
suffer some type of se~iOU$
injury," said Cmdr. Ba·uce
McMullen, Orange County
Sheriff's Office.
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Students Attend
School's First
Integrated Pro~

Students pose for
School prom Saturday.
ASHBURN,
GA
Students of Turner County
High School started what they
hope will become a new
tradition: Black and white
students attended the prom
together for the first time on
Saturday.
In previol.IS years, parents
had
organized
private,
segregated dances for students
of the school in rural Ashburn,
Georgia, 160 miles south .of
Atlanta.
"Whites always come to
this one and blacks always go
to this one," said Lacey
Adkinson,
a
14-year-old
freshman at the school of 455
students -- 55 percent black,
43 percent white.
"It's
always
been
a
tradition since my daddy was
in school to · have the
segregated ones, and this year
we're finally getting to ·try
something new," she said.
Adkinson's sister, Mimly
Bryan, attended a segregated
prom in 2001 .
"There was not anybody
that I can remember that was
Black," she said. "The white
people have theirs, and the
Black people have theirs. It's
nothing racial at all."
Breaking Away
From Traditions
But
this
year's
upperclassmen -- 213 students
total --voted to have just one
official prom.
"It's been a dream of all of
ours," Senior Class President
James Hall said.
"We didn't want to put
emphasis on integrated blacks
and whites coming together.
We just wanted to put
emphasis on this was our first

school
prom,"
Principal
Chad Stone said.
The theme of the first
official prom: Breakaway.
"It was fitting already
because we are breaking away
from the past traditions here in
Turner County School," Hall
said.
Another
tradition
that
ended this year -- having two
separate homecoming queens.
"You
pick
the
homecoming queen for their
personalities and being a role
model," explained Roshunda
Pierce, 16, as ·she waited to
get her nails done for prom:
In the past, two queens
were chosen -- one white, one
Black.
But not everyone in the
town of 4,400, famous for its
peanuts and Fire Ant Festival,
was breaking with the past
The "white prom" still
went on last week.
"We did everything like a
regular prom just because we
had already booked it," said,
Cheryl Nichols, 18, who
attended the dance.
Nichole Royal, 18, said
Black students could have
gone to the pro~, but didn't.
"I guess they feel like
they're not welcome<," she
said.
Nichols said while her
parents were in support of the
integrated prom, some of her
friends weren't allowed to go.
"If they're not coming tonight
it's because either they had to
work and they couldn't get out
of it or because their parents
are still having an issue
because they grew up in south
Georgia," she said.

• 1st Time Homehuyer Prugrams • VA
• Bankruptcy?? No Pruhlcm
• Investor /2nd Home Loans • Low CNdit Score?
• Rcflnancc/l)eht CunsoUdatlon/Ratc Term
• Licensed And/Or Registered To Do Mortgages In The Following States:
• Florida, Cnloradn, Indiana, Mlunuri, New Ynrk and Tcnncsu'C
Office: 813•994-8877 Ext 204 • Din..'Ct: 813-994-8880
Mobile: 813-215-9051 • Efax: 813-315-7335
Emnil: hutlc• lt mm r lnans.n ·t
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Man, Woman Face
Drug Charges

.
.
ARTHUR THOMPSON . ·

On April 8th, Hillsborough
County Sherifrs detectives
concluded a two-month inves, tigation into the di'!ltribution
'of crack cocaine in the Nuccio
and East Tampa area.
.
A search warrant was executed at a residence in the
4000 block of York Court.
Detectives arrested Arthur
Thompson, 53, and Robin
Williams, 36. ·
After the arrests, detectives
seized 34 grams of crack
cocaine and over $9,000 in
cash.
·

CRIME

ROBIN WILLIAMS

Pollee Search For
Carjacking Suspects
ST. PETERSBURG- St. and remains hospitalized .
Petersburg Police are piecing The other victims were treattogether events surrounding ed for bruises and minor
an early morning carjacking. /injuries.
Police responded to a shootDetectives are meeting with
ing on 5th Avenue, South and the victims through the use of
34th Street Friday morning. an interpreter to get more
They were able to determine information on the suspects
the carjacking and shooting and the crime.
were related.
·
Police said it was difficult at
first, because the victims of
the
carjacking
speak
Portuguese and understood
little English.
Howeve-r, police said a
group of 4 Portuguese men
were at a nightclub in Ybor ·
City. When. the club closed,
the men followed a group of
women they had met in the
club in·separate cars to St.
· Petersburg.
Them men followed the
women to a cul-de-sac on 16th
Avenue,· South where the
women made a U-tum, blocking their car.
.
·-Police said at that point,
several men approach with
guns, ordering the men out of
the car. The men were robbed
and ordered 'tO leave on foot.
One . man was shot in the .
lower back.
A worker at a convenience
store near the shooting scene
told police two young men
.walked into the store about 4
a.m. and reported the shoot' ing.
·
.The shooting victim was
taken to an area hospital with
non-life_threatening injuries

On Friday, a jury found
Leland Johnson, 19, guilty
of first-degree ' murder, 3 .
counts of attempted firstdegree murder, and 3 counts
of shooting at or within a ·
vehicle.
Judge Barbara Fleischer
then
sentenced
Johnson to 4 consecutive
life terms plus 15 years in
prison.
On September 13, 2006,
Christina Veltri, 16, was in
a Brandon parking lot with
friends preparing to drive to
Sarasota.
Police said Johnson and
some friends were trying to
get money for gas when they
approached Veltri and her
group.
Johnson requested to use
a cell phone. When they
refused, Johnson fired sev- era! shots at their vehicle,
striking Veltri and wounding the other 3 occupants.
Veltri died later at a local
hospital.
The gun believed used in
the shooting was found in
Johnson's car with bullets
that matched the ones taken
from the victims.
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Man In Cell
Phone Murder
Gets 4 Life
Terms

...sentenced to 4 life tenns in
shootings.

Thompson was charged
with trafficking in crack
cocaine, possession of crack
cocaine with intent to deliver,
possession of cr~ck cocaine
within 1,000 feet of a school,
being a felon in possession of
ammunition, possession of
marijuana, and possession of
drug related paraphernalia.
Williams was charged with
2 counts of possession of crack
cocaine, 2 counts of delivery
of crac\t cocaine, and the
same charges as Thompson.
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Man Charged With
Killing Alligator .
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Authorities were told
Benjamin Hodges, 35, had
a dead alligator in possession. Hodges allegedly told
representatives of · the
Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission he
found the dead alligator, and
put it into a shopping cart.
He denies an earlier report
that he intended to feed his
family with the dead reptile,
calling it "road kill."
Hodges was charged with
felony illegally killing or possessing an alligator. He was
taken to jail with his bail set
at $2,000. If convicted,
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BENJAMIN HODGES

Hodges faces 5 . years in
prison and a $5,000 fine.
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Trial Begins For Man 0:a
Accused Of Fatlllly eng·
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z
Shooting Deputy
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ALFREDIE STEELE
.••could face death if convicted In deputy's murder

CAPT. CHARLES 'BO'
HARRISON
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PASCO COUNTY- The
trial of a man accused of
fatally shooting a Pasco,
County deputy began
Monday.
Alfredie Steele, Jr., 23, is
on trial on a charge of firstdegree murder in the shoot·
ing death of Charles "Bo"
Harrison, a Captain with
' the Pasco County Sheriffs
Office.
Harrison was on surveillance patrol outside the
'
Rumors
Ntghtclub on June
1,2003.
.
Deputies in the area
"reported hearing shots and
left to investigate ,but found
nothing.· As . they were
returning, they heard dis-

patch calls for Harrison
~
with no response.
)>
When deputies arrived at z
Harrison's location, they c
noticed him slu~ed over '11
~
his steering wheel and not c
breathing. Deputies first ~
thought he had suffered a
heart attack.
It was later discovered
Harrison had sustained two
gunshot wounds, one severing his spin~ and ~ second
hitting his heart.
The man accused of firing
the shots, Steele, told inves·
tigators he fired shots at
Harrison's vehicle, but said
he did not shoot him.
At the time of the shooting,
Harrison was· two weeks
away from retiring.
r"":::u~--~-~----- . If convicted, Steele could
facethedeathpenatty.
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34 you cannot do.
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CASH IN 3 DAYS FORYOURHOUSE!
Day 1

Submit Contract
The Rehabber's Superstore will
submit an offer to buy your home.
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Day2

m

Clear Title

z

If offer is accepted the Rehabber's
Superstore will submit the contract
to the title company
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Day3

Closing Day
The title company will clear the title
then schedule a Closing date. At the
closing you will pick up your check!

lluv Houses and Houses luv Me!

